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Message from the President

 
 My warmest greetings to the Inter-Agency Task 
Force Balik-Loob (TFBL) of the Department of National 
Defense (DND) as it highlights the achievements of the 
Enhanced Comprehensive Local Integration Program 
(E-CLIP). 

 One of the priorities of this administration is to 
ensure lasting peace across the nation. This offering 
of peace extends to all, including those from the 
communist insurgency front. Since its inception, the 
TFBL has been steadfast in implementing the E-CLIP, 
which aims to centralize our efforts to reintegrate 
former rebels into our society.

 I recognize DND for leading this initiative and for overseeing all government measures 
so that these returnees are welcomed back as dignified and productive members of society. I 
trust that this year has been fruitful for all parties involved in assisting former insurgents to start 
a new life within the fold of the law.

 I call on you to embody diligence as you become catalysts for real change. Together, 
let us uphold selfless service to every Filipino so that we can build a better Philippines for 
succeeding generations. 

 I wish you all the best in this noble endeavor. 

RODRIGO ROA DUTERTE
President of the Republic of the Philippines



Message from the Secretary

 
 Our campaign in ending the communist insurgency have 
been gaining grounds as shown by the increasing numbers of New 
People’s Army members who surrendered and took advantage 
of the Enhanced Comprehensive Local Integration Program 
(E-CLIP) under the supervision of Task Force Balik-Loob (TFBL). 

 This manual for E-CLIP operators is a necessary piece 
of guidebook which will serve as a template for all agencies 
involved, local E-CLIP committees, receiving units, as well as for 
former rebels who wish to return to the mainstream society. I 
hope that with the information provided in this booklet, it will 
help clarify questions pertaining to the processes and technical 
know-how of the government’s reintegration program which is 
being delivered to former rebels. 

 I would also like to congratulate the Task Force Balik-Loob, 
being steered by its indefatigable Chairperson, Undersecretary 
Reynaldo B. Mapagu of the Department of National Defense 
for a job well done. TFBL is staunchly supported by its other 
lead agencies, the Office of the President (OP), Office of the Presidential Adviser on Peace Process (OPAPP), 
Department of the Interior and Local Government (DILG), and the National Housing Authority (NHA). Of course 
the convergence of efforts would not be possible without TFBL’s partner agencies, which include the Department 
of Labor and Employment (DOLE), The Department of Agriculture (DA), Department of Social Welfare and 
Development, Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD), the Department of Trade and Industry 
(DTI), Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE), Department of Agrarian Reform (DAR), Technical Education 
and Skills Development Authority (TESDA). 

 I urge the TFBL lead and partner agencies to continue working together towards realizing President 
Rodrigo Duterte’s vision of ending the communist insurgency by giving a chance to go back to society and live 
their lives in peace and prosperity together with their families. Keep up the good work. 

DELFIN N. LORENZANA
Secretary of National Defense



Message from the Secretary

      I would like to send my heartfelt commendations to the Task 
Force Balik-Loob (TFLB) for the successful publication of this Enhanced 
Comprehensive Local Integration Program (E-CLIP) Operations 
Manual.

     This E-CLIP manual serves as a guiding handbook for E-CLIP 
Operators and partner agencies to be enlightened on the 
operationalization process of the government’s reintegration 
program for former rebels. This is also proof of the close coordination 
and commitment of the various agencies in government, specifically 
the Department of National Defense (DND), Department of the 
Interior and Local Government, National Housing Authority (NHA), 
Office of the Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process (OPAPP) 
and the Office of the President.

      We are all working together to welcome the homecoming of 
our fellow brothers and sisters whose hope for a new life is kindled 

with their return.  With open arms, I would like to greet the former rebels and encourage those in hiding to take 
the bold step forward so we can help them get back on their feet.

 I thus express my deepest gratitude to all the people whose unquestionable and selfless dedication 
contributed to the success of the program. Because of your efforts, our communities are one step closer to 
becoming peaceful and safe. Thank you for your hard work and altruistic services for the country.

 Meanwhile, we at DILG, are committed to do our part in the program’s continued efforts to aid former 
rebels as they go through the process of rehabilitation and reintegration into society. This is not merely an inter-
agency effort of government. Thus, in our thrust to create lasting peace in the country, the Department calls on 
the citizens to partner with us not only in making this country more peaceful, but also in securing their families 
from danger.

 Together, let us help each other step into a future where Filipinos will fully trust in government. Let us 
unite and make our communities safe, sound, and secure for families and young ones.

Cheers to a better program ahead!

EDUARDO M. AÑO
Secretary of the Interior and Local Government



Message from the General Manager

 We support the Duterte Administration in its 
commitment in providing shelter assistance to Former 
Rebels (FRs) under the Enhanced Comprehensive Local 
Integration Program (E-CLIP) in close coordination with 
the Task Force Balik-Loob (TFBL) of the Department of 
National Defense (DND). 
 
 The construction of halfway houses which will be 
constructed throughout various provinces will greatly 
boost the government’s drive on solving the perilous 
effects of communist insurgency in the country. It will 
serve as a convergence hub for various government 
programs wherein former rebels may avail of several 
benefits including cash assistance, skills training, and 
housing assistance. 

 We hope that their new lives and reintegration to society be prosperous and promising, 
so that our dream of just and lasting peace for this country shall come into fruition. 

 Kudos to the Task Force Balik-Loob and partner agencies for the relentless effort we had 
put upon this reintegration program for FRs! 

MARCELINO P. ESCALADA, JR.
General Manager of the National Housing Authority



Foreword from the Chairperson

 
 The various benefits and assistance our former rebels 
(FRs) received from lead and partner agencies of the Task 
Force Balik-Loob are designed to achieve higher objectives 
of social healing and national reconciliation towards genuine 
and lasting peace. Unlike previous reintegration programs, the 
Enhanced Comprehensive Local Integration Program (E-CLIP) is a 
comprehensive, integrated, community-based national program 
that is locally-implemented.

 The assistance provided for our FRs under the E-CLIP are 
not the “end” but rather, the instrument to aid in their transition. 
The Task Force aims to converge all government reintegration 
programs which include among others psychosocial support 
and security, financial assistance, skills training and livelihood, 
educational and legal aid, and housing.

 This task cannot be undertaken by just one agency alone. 
We all have a shared responsibility and accountability in peace 
and security. We all need to work together, and implement the 
program to the best of our abilities.

 As the Chairperson of the Task Force, let me extend my appreciation to the efforts of all agencies 
involved, including our local E-CLIP committees who work tirelessly to help FRs transition back to society. We 
should not be complacent with our initial success and must also address the deceptive strategies used by the 
CPP-NPA-NDF and Militia ng Bayan in their recruitment of our fellow brothers and sisters. Further, we must also 
empower our communities and make them resilient to the machinations of the communist terrorists, and prove to 
the rest of the world that peace can be achieved without the need for violence.

 Ito na ang toka natin para sa kapayapaan ng bansa. 

REYNALDO B. MAPAGU
Undersecretary, Civil, Veterans, and Retiree Affairs

Chairperson, Task Force Balik-Loob
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 In 1965, the First Great Rectification Movement began in the Philippines. It was a move 
to criticize and rectify the ideological, organizational, and political weaknesses of the Soviet-
oriented Partido Komunista ng Pilipinas (PKP). This movement was led by the younger generation 
PKP members, principally, Jose Maria Sison. As a result of his efforts, Sison, along with other 
personalities involved, were kicked out of the PKP. In December 26, 1968, coinciding with the 
75th birthday of Mao Zedong, Sison announced the formation of the Communist Party of the 
Philippines (CPP) subscribing along the Marxist-Leninist-Maoist ideological orientation. Almost 
three months later, on March 29, 1969, the New People’s Army was founded.
 
 The CPP and the Kabataang Makabayan (KM) would play significant roles in organizing, 
agitating, and spearheading various protest actions in Manila during the First Quarter Storm 
of 1970. These actions allowed the CPP, KM, and NPA to recruit more cadres and expand their 
mass base particularly among the youth, peasant, and labor sectors. The communist narratives 
and propaganda enticed more people to join them. The realities faced by the peasant and 
labor sectors were blamed on bureaucrat capitalism, feudalism, and US imperialism, and the 
left gave them a way to change the status quo. The communist ideology appealed to the 
idealistic nature of the youth and students and inculcated in them that they have the power 
to help change the Philippines. The CPP-NPA means of changing the status quo was through 
a protracted people’s war. For Sison and his followers this meant following Mao’s model of a 
communist takeover – surrounding the cities from the countryside.
 
 Thus, the countryside became the primary base of expansion of the CPP and the NPA. By 
exploiting the realities in the countryside such as lack of agrarian reform, lack of government 
services, inequality, landlordism, absence of governance, and abuses of the military and the 
constabulary, the CPP and the NPA quickly gained a following.
 
 So in 1971, then President Ferdinand Marcos declared Martial Law. The declaration was 
placed as the backdrop for quelling the growing communist insurgency. Following the martial 
rule system, a crackdown against the CPP and its affiliated organizations was initiated – forcing 
the CPP and its affiliates to go underground. Military actions against the growing NPA threat 
were intensified. By 1973, the CPP consolidated all affiliated revolutionary groups, sectoral 
organizations, labor unions and other interest groups into to the National Democratic Front 
(NDF). Thus formed the illustration of the CPP-NPA-NDF as a warrior with the CPP as its head, 
the NDF as its shield, and the NPA as its sword.
 
  During Martial Law, government efforts against the CPP and NPA failed to crush the 
communist insurgency but instead bloated their ranks. President Marcos was even declared by 
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some as the number one recruiter for the CPP-NPA-NDF. The abuses committed during the era, 
allegations of corruption and cronyism, repression of political opposition, and propaganda of 
various groups against the government all contributed in increasing the ranks of the CPP-NPA-
NDF. Some groups even though they belonged to the middle class or the elite in society allied 
themselves with the CPP against their common enemy which was President Marcos.  
 
 In a bid to revalidate waning popularity, President Marcos in 1985 ordered for a snap 
election to be held on February 07, 1986. His major opponent was Corazon Aquino, wife of 
the slain Senator Ninoy Aquino. The CPP opted to boycott the election – a decision that proved 
to be unwise in the events that followed. President Marcos won the election but his victory was 
marred by allegations of cheating and violence. Within the same month, Marcos was ousted 
through the so-called People Power Revolution. Interestingly, after all these years of fighting 
President Marcos, the CPP-NPA-NDF was sidelined in this significant event in history due to their 
decision to boycott the elections.
 
Efforts to Address the Communist Insurgency (1986 – present)

 The new administration under President Aquino offered peace and reconciliation with the 
CPP-NPA-NDF – by this time, the NPA was estimated at about 24,430 fighters. She ordered 
the release of all political prisoners including Jose Maria Sison himself. Some leftists were even 
installed into her cabinet which raised the brows of some in the military. Her administration 
introduced new counterinsurgency programs such as the Oplan Mamayan and Oplan Lambat 
Bitag aimed at ending the communist insurgency while at the same time trying to address its root 
causes. These efforts were coupled with government reintegration efforts under the National 
Reconciliation and Development Program (NRDP) such as the Balik-BARIL (Bring a Rifle and 
Improve Livelihood) Program.

 By the end of the term of President Aquino in 1992, there were about only 11,920 NPAs 
left. Two major factors can be credited for this sharp decline, government efforts were successful 
and Marcos, the reason why some people joined the NPA in the first place, was already gone 
thus resulting in a restoration of democratic space.

 Likewise, in 1992, the Second Great Rectification Movement (SGRM) was launched to 
rectify the errors of the party during the 1980s. Among these were the boycott of the 1986 
snap elections and the purges during the late 1980s such as the Kampanyang Ahos, Missing 
Link, and Olympia. The SGRM resulted in a split among the party members and cadres into 
the rejectionists and re-affirmists groups. As a result of this split, some of the personalities 
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who aligned with the rejectionists were branded as counterrevolutionaries and issued death 
sentences by the party. Among the rejectionists who were killed after the split were Filemon “Ka 
Popoy” Lagman, Arturo Tabara, and Romulo Kintanar.

  Under the term of President Fidel Ramos, Oplan Lambat Bitag was sustained. The 
peace agenda during the time was to forge peace agreements with all armed groups. The 
government sustained existing efforts for reintegration such as the Balik-Baril Program, issued 
new proclamations of amnesty, and repealed the Anti-Subversion Law. Through Executive Order 
No. 125 series of 1993, President Ramos laid out the government’s approach and structure 
towards comprehensive peace in the country. Under this issuance, the government identified the 
underlying principles under the comprehensive peace process as well as the components of the 
comprehensive peace process which were later known as the “Six Paths to Peace”. 

 In 1994, President Ramos issued Executive Order No. 152 establishing the National 
Program of Unification and Development to coordinate and integrate an economic component 
of national unification focusing on programs, projects, and efforts addressing the socio- economic 
needs of the various beneficiaries. 

 Formal and informal meetings between the government peace panel and NDF peace 
panel were conducted under the Ramos administration. These resulted in several agreements 
being signed by both parties and the most significant among them are the Comprehensive 
Agreement on Human Rights and International Humanitarian Law (CAHRIHL), and the Joint 
Agreement on Safety and Immunity Guarantees (JASIG). 

 In 1998, Joseph Estrada was elected as President of the Philippines. One of the first 
major events under his presidency was the ratification of the US-Philippines Visiting Forces 
Agreement (VFA) that led to the breakdown of the peace talks with the CPP-NPA-NDF. 

 In 2001, Estrada was ousted from the Presidency through massive street protests that was 
partly organized by the aboveground organizations of the CPP-NPA-NDF.  Gloria Macapagal-
Arroyo succeeded Estrada and after the September 11, 2001 attack in the World Trade 
Center in New York City, President Arroyo communicated to the US to include the CPP-NPA-NDF 
as part of its terrorist organization list. 

 The Arroyo administration launched the Oplan Bantay-Laya as its counterinsurgency 
strategy to defeat the communist insurgency as well as secessionism in Mindanao. Under Bantay 
Laya the government’s immediate goal was to stop the growth of the CPP-NPA; its medium term 
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goal was to reduce the CPP-NPA affected areas, manpower, and firearms and dismantle its 
politico-military structures; and the long-term goal was to resolve the CPP-NPA threat. In 2008, 
the Social Integration Program was launched as a means to entice individual members of the 
NPA to return to mainstream society.
 
 In 2010, under the administration of President Benigno S. Aquino III, the AFP launched the 
Internal Peace and Security Plan (IPSP) Bayanihan to counter the communist insurgency as well 
as other threat groups. One of the hallmark features of the IPSP Bayanihan was its whole of 
government approach in addressing the communist insurgency. Peace talks with the NDF were 
once again opened under the Aquino administration. However, the NDF imposed unreasonable 
preconditions that were tantamount to government surrender such as the termination of the 
Conditional Cash Transfer program, PAMANA programs, and other peace and development 
programs, and the return to barracks of the AFP and the PNP. 

 The Social Integration Program (SIP) was carried over by the Aquino administration and in 
2014, it transitioned into the Comprehensive Local Integration Program (CLIP). The Department 
of the Interior and Local Government was given the responsibility of administering the CLIP. 

 In 2016, Davao City Mayor Rodrigo Roa Duterte, won the 2016 Presidential Elections. 
During his term as Mayor of Davao, President Duterte was vocal in his sympathy with the NPA. 
This he demonstrated in his attendance to some CPP or NPA anniversaries and in his brokering 
for the release of several soldiers or policemen captured by the NPA and some NPA captured 
by the police or the military.
 
 Under his administration, he opened peace talks with the NDF and in an unprecedented 
move, he appointed several left leaning personalities in his cabinet - giving them an opportunity 
to take part in governing the country. Aside from this he ordered the release of several captured 
CPP-NPA-NDF personalities, including Benito and Wilma Tiamzon. While the President was 
offering the hand of peace and conciliation with the CPP-NPA-NDF, the NPA continued to 
conduct attacks and ambuscades against military and police units, collection of revolutionary 
taxes did not cease, and the destruction of property of civilian contractors and companies were 
continuously perpetuated. This eventually forced the President to withdraw his offer of opening 
the peace tables to the top leadership of the CPP-NPA-NDF, and instead, shifted the strategy 
into conducting localized peace talks with the ground leaders of the CPP-NPA-NDF. 

 In 2017, President Duterte issued a directive for concerned agencies to come up with 
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a concrete program for former members of the NPA that involves shelter, employment, and 
livelihood and has an effective monitoring and evaluation system. The outcome of this directive 
was the Enhanced Comprehensive Local Integration Program (E-CLIP) as encapsulated under 
Administrative Order No. 10 series of 2018 issued by the President last April 03, 2018.
 
 At present, the E-CLIP is the government’s flagship program for the reintegration of 
former members of the CPP-NPA-NDF and Militia ng Bayan into mainstream society. 



Chapter II

Previous Reintegration Programs
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 Post-Marcos Presidents have implemented reintegration programs as a means of attracting 
individual members of the CPP-NPA-NDF to return to mainstream society and in helping them 
do so, the government will assist them in their transition. The logic behind this is that while 
the government continues to pursue them through combat operations and measures are being 
implemented to address the root causes of the insurgency, there needs to be a safety net that 
will help those who have grown tired and weary of armed struggle, recognized that they were 
deceived by the CPP-NPA-NDF, or realized the futility of the armed struggle transition into 
productive citizens of the country and their community. Elsewise, they might turn into banditry or 
serve as guns for hire. 
 
 These programs were intended for reducing the number of warm bodies in the communist 
terrorist movement equally important was reducing the number of firearms in the possession of 
the insurgents.

 Reintegration programs are aligned with the 4th Path to Peace or the Programs for 
Reconciliation, Reintegration Into Mainstream Society and Rehabilitation. This path aims to 
address the legal status and security of former rebels, as well as community-based assistance 
programs to address the economic, social, and psychological rehabilitation needs of former 
rebels, demobilized combatants, and civilian victims of the internal armed conflicts. 
  

1.  Balik-Baril Program
 
 The Balik-Baril Program where “Baril” stands for “Bring a Rifle and Improve Livelihood” 
was an arms reduction program of the government. Under this program, individual former 
rebels voluntarily give up their firearms in exchange for remuneration and in-kind assistance. 
The firearms remuneration and the in-kind assistance were meant as a start-up capital for their 
livelihood. The program was open not only for NPAs and their supporters but also to members 
of other threat groups. Based from a 2009 report of the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff 
for CMO, J7, AFP, a total of 53,386 former rebels were processed with 27,086 assorted type 
of firearms and 3,774 explosives. Of this this number, a total of 22,348 were former members 
of the NPA or their supporters with 8,071 firearms and 857 explosives.
 
 Under this program, the remuneration of firearms ranges from PhP200.00 from 
unserviceable/condemned factory-made firearms and explosives to PhP15,000.00 for light 
machine guns. The in-kind assistance has the same monetary value as the turned in firearms. For 
example, if a former rebel will be surrendering a light machine gun with a remuneration value 
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of PhP15,000.00, that former rebel will also receive an in-kind assistance worth PhP15,000.00 
or a total of PhP30,000.00 worth of assistance will be given as capital for his/her livelihood.
 
 Clearly, the benefits under the program are just the firearms remuneration and its 
equivalent in-kind assistance. Other assistance as may be provided to the former rebels coming 
from local government units or other stakeholders varied from area to area and was not 
institutionalized as benefits under the program.
 
 Throughout the implementation of the program from 1987 to 2008, the government has 
released about PhP541,035,400.00 as remuneration. And despite giving out this amount, the 
communist insurgency continued to linger.  In 2009, the Balik-Baril was subsumed as a component 
of the SIP.

 

2.  Social Integration Program (SIP)
 
 On March 23, 2007, President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo signed Administrative Order 
No. 172 creating the National Committee on Social Integration (NCSI) under the Office of the 
Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process. The NCSI was tasked to implement the SIP including 
the amnesty program. At the local level, Local Social Integration Committees (LSIC) under the 
Provincial Peace and Order Councils (PPOC) were established to implement the program. 
The LSICs are responsible in the formulation of the Local Social Integration Plan (LSIP). The 
LSIP outlines the process necessary for the reintegration of a former rebel, the goods and 
services that former rebels may avail from the local government unit, regional and provincial 
agencies, and from other stakeholders, and social and economic opportunities that may be 
made available to the former rebels. In addition, the LSIP is presented to the Sanguniang 
Panlalawigan for approval and budget allocation. Progress of the LSIP implementation and the 
status of reintegration of former rebels were to be regularly reported during PPOC meetings. 

 The inclusion of local government units in the government’s reintegration program is a 
step towards community-based reintegration and giving local government units a sense of 
ownership in the program because after all, they will be the primary beneficiaries once the 
communist insurgency in their area has ceased. 
 
 The SIP aims to provide former rebels with a set of socio-economic and psychosocial 
interventions to facilitate their integration to mainstream society. The SIP continued to remunerate 
surrendered firearms but with a higher valuation; for instance under the Balik-Baril a serviceable 
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M60 LMG was valued at PhP15,000.00 but under the SIP, the same weapon with the same 
condition was now valued at PhP75,000.00. Aside from this, an emergency cash assistance 
worth PhP20,000.000 was given. Lastly, PhP50,000.00 worth of in-kind livelihood assistance 
was given to former rebels after they have undergone skills training.

 Under the SIP, individuals who wish to avail of the program must undergo validation 
through the Joint AFP-PNP Intelligence Committee (JAPIC), created by virtue of the AFP-PNP 
Joint Standing Operating Procedures No. 01-2008. The JAPIC is responsible for establishing 
the authenticity of an individual as a member of the communist terrorist group. Without a JAPIC 
Certificate, individuals cannot be in the SIP. 

3.  Comprehensive Local Integration Program

 In May 2014, DILG and OPAPP signed the DILG-OPAPP Joint Memorandum Circular 
(JMC) No. 2014-01 or the guidelines for the implementation of the Comprehensive Local 
Integration Program. This JMC was amended by the DILG-OPAPP JMC No. 2016-02 or the 
Revised Guidelines for the Implementation of the Comprehensive Local Integration Program 
signed by the heads of both agencies last March 2016.

Amnesty as a Component of  the Counterinsurgency Strategy
 
 Amnesty traces its roots from the Greek word amnestia which means oblivion. Based on 
recorded history, after the defeat of the Athenians in the Peloponnesian War, the Spartans 
emplaced an oligarchic regime in Athens which, owing to their brutality, became known as the 
Thirty Tyrants. A civil war resulted in the overthrow of the Thirty Tyrants and to prevent Athens 
from plunging into greater chaos, a pact among the warring parties was entered into. The pact 
involves the prosecution of crimes such as murder and amnesty for all other acts associated with 
the civil war. An amnesty law was passed excluding the Thirty Tyrants and some of their top 
lieutenants, and to ensure its enforcement among all Athenians, they were all made to swear to 
respect the amnesty and those found in violation of it will be executed.  

 Since then the concept of amnesty has evolved both as a legal concept and as a peace 
building concept. Amnesty became a common feature of peace agreements between warring 
states as a testament to their sincerity in building and maintaining peace between them. Amnesty 
became an expression on the willingness of two or more warring parties to forgive each other’s 
crime committed in the course of their conflict so much so that they all could move on towards 
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attaining peace.  As such two major views on amnesty exists: amnesty as a means to extinguish 
criminal liability, and amnesty as a tool to alleviate social ills or for peace building.
 
 In the Philippines, the definition of amnesty lies in the Supreme Court decision on the 
Barrioquento vs Fernandez case (GR No. L-1278, Jan 21, 1949), where the Supreme Court 
defined amnesty as “that which overlooks and obliterates the offense with which a person is 
charged such that the person released by amnesty stands before the law precisely as though 
he had committed no offense.” At present, the power to grant amnesty as stipulated in the 1987 
Constitution rests solely on the President provided that a majority of the Congress concurs the 
proclamation. The absence of a Congressional concurrence however results to the proclamation 
of an amnesty being declared void. 
 
 There have been several declarations of amnesty in contemporary Philippine history. The 
first of which was the Amnesty Proclamation of 1902 for Filipinos involved in the Philippine-
American War. After World War II two amnesty proclamations were made, first was to absolve 
guerillas from criminal offences committed in pursuit of the fight against the Japanese, and 
second was absolving collaborators from crimes committed during their service in the Japanese 
puppet government.
 
 Proclamation No. 76 issued by President Elpidio Quirino in 1978 for members of the 
HUK can be considered the first use of amnesty aimed at peacebuilding. The proclamation 
promised amnesty to HUK members and leaders accused of crimes such as rebellion, sedition, 
illegal association, assault upon, resistance, and disobedience to persons in authority, and illegal 
possession of firearms, provided that they present themselves along with their firearms and 
ammunition. The amnesty proclamation however failed to attract the members and leaders of 
the HUK from availing it.
 
 President Marcos issued several proclamations of amnesty covering the CPP-NPA-NDF 
and the MNLF, primarily addressed to their members who were misguided, unwittingly, or by 
force became involved with the said movements in furtherance of their political or religious 
beliefs. The intent of these amnesty proclamations were initially to dissociate the members 
from the leaders of the groups as it excluded the leadership –eventually, the leadership were 
included in the coverage of amnesty.
 
 Post-Marcos presidents issued several amnesty proclamations for the CPP-NPA-NDF such 
as Proclamation No. 80 in 1987, Proclamation No. 347 in 1994, Proclamation No. 21 in 1998, 
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and Proclamation No. 1377 in 2007. Of these proclamations, Proclamations 347 and 1377 
were however not concurred by Congress. 

 In 1994, as a result of Proclamation No. 347, a National Amnesty Commission (NAC) was 
created that would administer and process the application of amnesty covered by Proclamation 
No. 347 and subsequent amnesty proclamations covering various threat groups and mutineers 
until 2001. A total of 12,517 former members of the CPP-NPA-NDF were granted amnesty. This 
represents about 61% of all amnesty granted throughout the existence of the NAC.

 In the Philippines, amnesty has been used to invite members of the CPP-NPA-NDF and 
even their leaders to return to the folds of the law. It was a compassionate gesture of the state 
to welcome back those who have committed crimes against it and its people. It establishes the 
legal status of former rebels freeing them of the burden or fear of being arrested to face the 
legal consequences of their actions while inside the communist movement. 



Chapter III

Enhanced Comprehensive Local Integration Program
(E-CLIP)
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 President Duterte’s government is committedto pursuing peace and ending the communist 
insurgency. The Enhanced Comprehensive Local Integration Program (E-CLIP) is President Duterte 
and the government’s offer to individual members of the CPP-NPA-NDF and the Militia ng 
Bayan to help them start a new life. The program, through the provision of various forms of 
assistance and interventions, envisions to help them transition from their violent existence towards 
a peaceful existence in the arms of their family and their community. 

1. Legal Basis

i. The Administrative Order (AO) No. 10 signed and published last April 3, 2018 provides 
the legal basis for the implementation of the E-CLIP. It centralizes all government’s reintegration 
efforts for former members of the CPP-NPA-NDF and the Militia ng Bayan. It also created the 
interagency Task Force Balik-Loob to administer the program.

ii. To operationalize AO No. 10, an Implementing Rules and Regulations was crafted and 
approved by the heads of the lead agencies of Task Force Balik-Loob and was published last 
June 20, 2018. The IRR took effect last July 5, 2018, with the first ceremonial awarding of 
benefits conducted in the provinces of Davao Oriental, Sultan Kudarat, and Sarangani last July 
11-12, 2018.  

2. Overall Strategy

 In order to reach the ultimate goal of achieving Peace and Development in the country, 
the government implements various programs to attain this goal.  At the national level, the 
government pursues a various policies for Peace and Development to address social issues, 
pursue the peace process, implement policies to alleviate root causes of the conflict, etc.

 At the local or community level, the OPAPP  implements the Payapa at Masaganang 
Pamayanan or PAMANA Program that aims to promote peace and development in conflict 
affected areas and communities covered by existing peace agreements through the provision 
of community infrastructure projects such as water supply, roads, bridges, and electricity with 
the objective of empowering these communities by promoting livelihood, economic activities, 
and good governance in order to support and sustain the integration of former rebels into 
society.
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 At the individual level, the government through the DILG implements a Comprehensive 
Local Integration Program, a peace building and social protection program for individuals who 
have decided to abandon the armed struggle. It provides livelihood and social assistance to 
former rebels to help them reintegrate to mainstream society. 

 These current programs have their own shortcomings, thus, President Duterte issued 
Administrative Order No 10 to synchronize all efforts for the reintegration of former rebels 
intro mainstream society. With this, the Enhanced Comprehensive Local Integration Program 
or E-CLIP was born.  The E-CLIP is not a ‘one size fits all’ program. The assistance that will be 
provided to the FRs will be customized according to their and their dependents’, needs. More 
benefits will also be provided, not only in terms of financial and material assistance but also 
psycho-social and educational assistance.

 Its purpose is to bring together and harmonize the various programs of the government 
into one, big, cohesive program. It shall be part of a whole of government approach to address 
the communist insurgency, and defeat it at the soonest possible time.

 Principally, the E-CLIP will bring together the CLIP under the DILG, and the PAMANA 
Program under the OPAPP, as well as all other social services of other government agencies. It 
will be aligned with the campaign of the AFP to address the CPP-NPA-Terrorist (CNT) threat. 
It is the non-kinetic side of the government’s campaign, hand in hand with our focused military 
operation. It dovetails with the AFP Campaign Plan to entice and encourage the CNTs to return 
to the fold of the law, and into the loving arms of their longing families. 

 The implementation of E-CLIP is guided by the principles of 4Fs or Focus, Follow Through, 
Finish, and Flourish

 • FOCUS: Programs of the different agencies will be aligned with the AFP campaign, 
in order for the interventions to have a greater impact on the lives of the recipients and their 
families. The program is revitalized through convergence, complementing efforts and developing 
synergy among other government agencies, and lastly, coordination will be intensified as a 
unified monitoring and reporting system will be institutionalized.

 • FOLLOW THROUGH: Refers to the continuation of efforts and successes to ensure 
not only its sustainability but also the momentum.
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 • FINISH: Under this principle, the seamless or streamlined process for the FR’s return 
to mainstream society must be ensured. This puts more premium on empathy to their situation.

 • FLOURISH: This principle dictates that if one former rebel is empowered, the 
community they are in will also be empowered. In like manner, if the community is empowered, 
the people in the community will also be empowered. An empowered community and empowered 
populace will always preserve peace and embrace development.

 To support the implementation of the E-CLIP, it is necessary to build on the learnings, 
best practices, and network of CLIP and PAMANA, and more. To strengthen convergence and 
coordination of government agencies and introduce stronger implementation and monitoring 
mechanism. Lastly, to increase awareness on E-CLIP through effective strategic communications 
plan to achieve the desired effects for target audiences: rebels, their families, security forces, 
government agencies, etc.

 The implementation of the E-CLIP supports the following Objectives:

 • Immediate/ Short Term, the objective is to reduce the number of armed groups by 
attracting them to surface through the speedy provision of livelihood and social assistance to 
former rebels. To further make the program more attractive to its target beneficiaries pursuant 
to the President’s directive, the Task Force forged a strategic partnership with various agencies, 
tapping them to pitch in and add components to existing CLIP.

 • Medium-term, the objective is to improve the socioeconomic condition of the 
communities, through the provision of infrastructure and improved access to employment and/
or livelihood opportunities and social services.

 • Long-term, the objective to contribute to ending the armed struggle, and restore 
the rebels’ confidence in government through continuous dialogue in order to build mutual trust 
and understanding, especially at the community level.

 The realization of all of these objectives is geared towards the attainment of Peace and 
Development in the Country. 
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 3. Coverage 

 The E-CLIP covers regular members of the CPP-NPA-NDF and Militia ng Bayan provided 
that they surfaced starting April 3, 2018. In addition, those who are covered under the existing 
CLIP and surfaced starting July 1, 2016 shall likewise enjoy the benefits under the E-CLIP.

 Regular Members of the NPA refers to full-time members such as those belonging to 
Sandatahang Yunit Pampropaganda (SYP), Platoon Gerilya (PLAGER), Sentro Grabidad (SDG), 
and Regional Yunit Gerilya (RYG); while Militia ng Bayan refers to individuals who have been 
indoctrinated and may or may not be directly involved in violent armed struggle but, when 
organized can provide mass support to the CPP-NPA-NDF.

 The coverage under the E-CLIP is an expansion of the previous coverage which was 
only the NPA and MB. It shall also cover the spouses, partners, children (whether legitimate or 
illegitimate), parents or siblings, of the former rebels. 

4.	 Benefits

 Under the E-CLIP various government agencies and instrumentalities will be providing 
a menu of assistance and interventions to former rebels. These are clustered into Safety and 
Security; Housing; Skills, Education, Livelihood, Employment, and Financial; Social and Community; 
Health; and Legal. The table below illustrates these clusters together with concerned government 
agencies and instrumentalities and the assistance or intervention they can provide: 

Table 1. E-CLIP Clusters

Cluster Agency Assistance Provided

Safety and Security
DND/AFP

Safety and Security 
guarantees

DILG/PNP
LGU

Housing
NHA Housing Assistance

LGU
Support to NHA in identification 
of housing site
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Skills, Education, Livelihood, 
Employment, and Financial

DepEd Alternative Learning System
CHED College Scholarship/Stipend

TESDA
Tehcnical Vocation Education 
and Training for Former Rebels

DOLE
DOLE Integrated Livelihood 
Program

DTI

• Pondo sa Pagbabago at 
Pagasenso
• OTOP Next Gen
• Negosyo Center

DA Farming implements
DAR Land grant

DSWD

• Enrollment in 4Ps – Modified 
Conditional Cash Transfer
• Social Protection Package/
Financial Assistance
• Cash for Work / Food for 
Work

LANDBANK Lending Program
CDA Formation of Cooperatives

DILG

• Immediate Assistance
• Reintegration Assistance
• Firearms Remuneration

• Livelihood Assistance 
Conditional Transitional Grant

LGU

• Other related assistance
• Access to government 

services (birth certificate, NBI 
and/or Police Clearance, 

Government IDs and other 
documents)

DPWH
TESDA graduates may be 
reffered for hiring

DENR
Employment and training 
opportunities

AFP
Enlistment of qualified FRs 
to the regular force or as 
reservist 
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Social Welfare and Commu-
nity

DILG
Funding for the construction of 
halfway house

OPAPP PAMANA Projects
LGU Operation of halfway house
DSWD Social Interventions
NHA Social Preparation

Health

DSWD
Psychosocial healing/
intervention

DOH Health assistance

LGU
Psychosocial healing and 
other health assistance

PhilHealth Health care coverage
Legal DOJ, PAO Legal Assistance

Enhanced Comprehensive Local Integration Program Implementers

 The implementation of the E-CLIP is both at the national and local level. At the national 
level, the Task Force Balik-Loob is primarily responsible in the implementation of the program, 
while at the local level, the local government units through the Provincial/HUC E-CLIP Committee 
are responsible for program implementation. 

Task Force Balik-Loob

 Administrative Order No. 10 created the interagency Task Force Balik-Loob to administer 
and oversee the implementation of the E-CLIP. It is composed of various government agencies 
and instrumentalities that all converge with the goal of helping former rebels transition into 
productive citizens of the country. 

1. Composition 

 According to AO 10, Task Force Balik-Loob will be composed of representatives with 
a rank not lower than an undersecretary from five principal agencies namely the Department 
of National Defense (DND), Department of the Interior and Local Government (DILG), Office 
of the Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process (OPAPP), Office of the President (OP), and 
National Housing Authority (NHA). The DND Undersecretary is designated as chairperson of 
Task Force Balik-Loob. 
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The Task Force Balik-Loob is composed of the following government agencies and bureaus:
 • Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD)
 • Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE)
 • Department of Trade and Industry (DTI)
 • Technical Education and Skills Development Authority (TESDA)
 • Department of Health (DOH)
 • Department of Agriculture (DA)
 • Department of Agrarian Reform (DAR)
 • Department of Education (DepEd)
 • Philippine Health Insurance Corporation (PHIC)
 • Land Bank of the Philippines (LBP)
 • Commission on Higher Education (CHED)
 • Cooperative Development Authority (CDA)
 • National Intelligence Coordinating Agency (NICA)
 • Presidential Communications Operations Office (PCOO) 
 • Department of Justice (DOJ)
 • Public Attorney’s Office (PAO)
 • National Commission on Indigenous People (NCIP)
 • Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR)
 • Department of Public Works and Highways (DPWH)
 • Armed Force of the Philippines (AFP)
         • Department of Information and Communications Technology (DICT)
 • Department of Tourism (DOT)
 • Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA)
 • Department of Budget and Management (DBM)
 • Philippine National Police (PNP)
 • Presidential Management Staff (PMS)

2. Powers, Functions, And Responsibilities

 The powers, functions, and responsibilities of Task Force Balik-Loob are the following: 
 • Develop the Strategic Communication (StratCom) Plan and the Implementing 
Guidelines governing the reintegration efforts;
 • Address implementation issues at the national and local levels;
 • Coordinate with concerned Local Government Units (LGUs) to ensure the effective 
and timely implementation of reintegration efforts;
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 • Provide capability assistance to concerned LGUs;
 • Prepare a coordination, monitoring, evaluating and reporting mechanism that shall 
be used by all concerned agencies in checking the status of the reintegration efforts, particularly 
their responsiveness, effectiveness, and sustainability;
 • Prepare regular consolidated reports on the implementation of the reintegration 
efforts to be submitted to the OP;
 • Regularly review and update the StratCom Plan, Implementing Guidelines and 
other mechanisms to ensure the responsiveness and effectiveness of the reintegration efforts; 
and,
 • Call upon the assistance and cooperation of all concerned government agencies 
for the effective implementation of AO 10 s. 2018.

3.   Roles of  Task Force Balik-Loob Member Agencies

a. Lead Agencies

Department of National Defense
 • Provide policy direction to Task Force Balik-Loob for the attainment of the program’s 
goals and objectives;
 • Coordinate with the DILG in developing guidelines, monitoring the
 • Program implementation and in coordinating/linking with other concerned agencies;
 • Forge partnership with the DILG, through a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) for 
the release of the Operational Fund in the first year of implementation of the E-CLIP to 
defray the cost for: 1) Task Force General Administration and Support Services; 2) Strategic 
Communication Plan; 3) Mobility Asset; 4) Support to Field Units; and, 5) Communication 
to Field Units;
 • Report utilization of funds as head of the Task Force thru submission of a liquidation 
report to the DILG duly signed by the Head of Office and Accountant as required under 
COA Circular No. 94-013; and,
 • Consolidate accomplishment reports prior submission to the President on the 
progress made in the assistance to FRs, or the problems and obstacles encountered, 
highlighting problematic high profile issues.
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Armed Forces of the Philippines
 • Conduct intensified counterinsurgency operations to entice the rebels to return to 
the folds of the law;
 • In collaboration with the PNP, ensure the security of the FR from the time he/she 
had surfaced and while he/she is enrolled under the E-CLIP;
 • In coordination with the E-CLIP Committee and LSWDO, ensure the proper 
documentation of the FRs;
 • Facilitate the issuance of the JAPIC Certification, in coordination with the PNP.
 • Provide technical assistance in capability building activities, particularly in the 
implementation of the Community Support Program (CSP) of the AFP;
 • Facilitate the integration of qualified FR’s into the Regular Force, as employment 
assistance, subject to existing policies and regulations; and,
 • Submit accomplishment reports to the DND, through the Task Force Secretariat.

Department of the Interior and Local Government
 • In consultation with the Department of National Defense (DND), develop, review, 
and if necessary revise the implementing guidelines of the program;
 • Create a DILG E-CLIP Team that shall be under the National Barangay Operations 
Office (NBOO). The Team shall be composed of six (6) staffs who shall be responsible in 
ensuring the effective implementation of the Program;
 • Coordinate with different agencies that has a stake in the E-CLIP, 
 • Forge a bilateral agreement, if deemed necessary;
 • Develop capacity development interventions to capacitate stakeholders;
 • Ensure that a Standby Fund shall be allocated to its DILG Regional Offices for 
Immediate Assistance, Livelihood Assistance, Reintegration Assistance and Firearms 
Remuneration;
 • Ensure that the E-CLIP Committee (ECC) shall have an E-CLIP Committee 
Implementation Plan (ECCIP) at the Provincial/ HUC level, which shall have the primary 
responsibility of said Committee. Budget for the implementation of the activities stated 
therein shall be sourced from the E-CLIP Fund and shares of the Local Government and 
other partners;
 • Cause the widest dissemination of this MC; and,
 • Evaluate the implementation and/or impact of the Program on the lives of the 
beneficiaries, as well as in curbing the capacity/reducing the number of NPA Regulars.
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i. Philippine National Police
 • Ensure the security of the FR from the time he/she had surfaced and while he/she 
is enrolled under the E-CLIP;
 • Designate a representative to the E-CLIP Committee;
 • Lead the collection, documentation, valuation, control and disposition of turned-in 
firearms, ammunition and explosives based on its Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) 
and Circular No. 2018-17 dated July 5, 2018, entitled: “Implementing Guidelines and 
Procedures for the Disposition of Firearms, Explosives and Ammunition (FEA) of the Former 
New People’s Army (NPA) Rebels (FR) and Militia ng Bayan (MB)”.
 • Organize the Firearms, Explosives, Ammunition Disposal Committee (FEADC) to 
take charge of the actual demilitarization and eventual disposal of firearms pursuant to 
Command Memorandum Circular (CMC) No. 24-2013 issued on 23 July 2013;
 • Facilitate the issuance of the JAPIC Certification, in coordination, with the AFP 
within 2 weeks from the time FR had surfaced. The said certification shall be submitted 
to the E-CLIP Committee through the LSWDO copy furnished the DILG Provincial/ HUC 
Office to facilitate the immediate release of the Reintegration Assistance and Immediate 
Assistance;
 • Enforce Circular No. 2018-17 dated July 5, 2018, entitled: “Implementing 
Guidelines and Procedures for the Disposition of Firearms, Explosives and Ammunitions 
(FEA) of the former New People’s Army (NPA) Rebels (FRs) and the Militia ng Bayan”; and,
 • Provide technical assistance in capability building activities, particularly in the 
implementation/ enforcement of the provisions of Circular No. 2018-17. 

ii. DILG RDs/PDs
 • Facilitate the conduct of interagency orientation, information dissemination and 
advocacy of E-CLIP within each respective region or province.
  • In coordination with the E-CLIP Committee, the RDs/PDs shall address implementation 
issues that may arise at the provincial and regional level.
  • Conduct regional and provincial level periodic evaluation and assessment on DILG-
administered assistance.

iii. LGUs
 • Steer the implementation of the E-CLIP at locality;
 • Create an E-CLIP Committee (ECC) to implement the program in the Province/ HUC. 
It shall develop an E-CLIP Committee Implementation Plan (ECCIP) (Annex A) reflecting 
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therein the consolidated needs of the FRs and the budget needed to implement and 
monitor its progress. It shall form part of the Peace and Order and Public Safety (POPS) 
Plan;
 • Ensure that the E-CLIP is mainstreamed in the Local Development Investment Plan 
(LDIP);
 • Seek assistance from all government agencies in their respective regions and 
provinces, as well as, other funding institutions, as may be necessary in the implementation 
and realization of the E-CLIP;
 • Enact local legislative measures, if necessary, to steer the smooth implementation 
of the E-CLIP;
 • Assist the PNP, in coordination with the AFP, in providing security to FRs including 
their families and communities;
 • Facilitate the employment of qualified FR’s into the Government Offices, as 
employment assistance, subject to existing policies and regulations;
 • Submit accomplishment reports to the DND, through the Task Force Secretariat;
 • Monitor and maintain records at the local government offices the mainstreaming 
of former rebel in their area; and, 
 • Request for PAMANA projects from the OPAPP, through the facilitation of the DND, 
through the Task Force Secretariat in the area where Former Rebels are located.

Office	of	the	Presidential	Adviser	on	Peace	Process
 • Implement PAMANA Projects in areas affected by the communist insurgency. 
Determination of where to implement the projects and when should be aligned with the 
AFP’s campaign plan.

National Housing Authority
 • Provide housing assistance to former rebels; and
 • Ensure the conduct of social preparations prior to the processing of housing  
assistance to former rebels.
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Office	of	the	President
 • Conducts review and evaluation of consolidated reports on the implementation of 
various lead and partner agencies; and,
 • Calls the attention of the Task Force Balik-Loob Secretariat on matters that is 
referred to the Office of the President.  

b. Partner Agencies
 • Provide assistance to former rebels in line with their respective programs. 
 • Disseminate to their line offices their roles and responsibilities as well as their 
programs that former rebels can avail. 

c. E-CLIP Committee
 The DILG-DND Joint Memorandum Circular 2018-01 mandates that all provincial 
governments and HUCs establish a Provincial/HUC E-CLIP Committee to coordinate, integrate, 
ensure convergence of efforts, and monitor the implementation of the E-CLIP at their locality. 

Composition

 The E-CLIP Committee shall be composed of the following: 
 • Provincial Governor / HUC Mayor - Chairperson
 • AFP Brigade Commander in the province/HUC - Co-Chairperson
 • DILG Provincial Director
 • PSWDO/ CSWDO
 • Civil Society Organization representative
 • Other personalities or organizations that the E-CLIP Committee may see fit to 
participate in the implementation of the program. 

 The functions and roles of the E-CLIP Committee are:
 • Ensure the convergent effort in the delivery of the identified services of the 
program; 
 • Ensure proper documentation and referral of the needs of the former rebels to 
appropriate agencies and other partner institutions including getting the profile of the 
former rebels;
 • Facilitate the profiling of the former rebels through the PSWDO/CSWDO;
 • Assist the former rebel in completing the E-CLIP Enrollment Form. The former 
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rebel should either sign or thumb mark the Form after completing it, attested by the DILG 
Provincial/HUC Director and approved by the Provincial Governor/HUC Mayor or by his/
her designated officer preferably the Provincial/HUC administrator or PSWDO/CSWDO;
 • Assist the former rebel in the preparation of his/her Former Rebel Reintegration 
Plan (FRRP) and Business Plan, with the LSWDO as the lead agency to assist the former 
rebel. It shall have the option to come-up with its template (form) of FRRP and Business Plan, 
as long as the minimum datasets reflected in the sample forms are considered
 • Resolve issues and concerns affecting the implementation of the E-CLIP; 
 • Provide updates to the PPOC/HUCPOC during its meetings regarding the progress 
of the E-CLIP; and, 
 • Coordinate and monitor the E-CLIP implementation in the province/HUC. 

Communicating the E-CLIP (E-CLIP STRATCOM Plan)

Introduction
 Achieving just and lasting peace is one of the key agenda of the Duterte administration, 
thus, the President has extended his hand to all anti-government factions, to include the 
secessionists, insurgents and other armed groups, for reconciliation and national unity. 
Towards this end, President Rodrigo Duterte has gone through great lengths to have peace with 
the Communist Party of the Philippines – New People’s Army – National Democratic Front (CPP-
NPA-NDF) and finally cease the decades-long conflict with the communist movement. On 3 April 
2018, President Duterte signed Administrative Order No. 10 creating Task Force Balik-Loob 
to centralize the government’s reintegration efforts of former rebels as part of the national 
government’s peace and security agenda. 
 
 The Task Force shall oversee the implementation of the Enhanced Comprehensive Local 
Integration Program (ECLIP) which integrates all forms of government services and assistance to 
former rebels and their families.
 
 The very first mission of Task Force Balik-Loob listed in AO 10 is the development of 
a strategic communications (STRATCOM) plan to effectively communicate the government’s 
reintegration efforts.
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STRATCOM Objectives
This STRATCOM Plan aims to:
 1. Rally popular support for the reintegration program of government.
 2. Effectively inform the public, national and local government offices and officials on 
the government programs to aid former rebels as they reintegrate in society.
 3. Encourage current CPP-NPA-NDF (CNN) members to return to the fold of the law 
and decrease the CNN rate of recruitment.
 4. Encourage stakeholders (government offices, communities, FRs) to participate in 
ensuring the effective reintegration of former rebels to society towards lasting peace. There 
should be efforts to erase the stigma of being a former rebel by emphasizing their positive role 
in society. 
 5. Ensure that the program is effective through feedback system from the public, 
national and local government offices and officials, and the former and current members of the 
movement.

Target Audience
 • Active members of the C-N-N
 • Former Rebels and their Families
 • Uniformed personnel
 • Vulnerable sectors (youth, women, children, labor, transport, etc.)
 • Local communities
  - LGUs
  - LGAs
  - Local CSOs
  - Local media
  - Local political influential authorities
  - Local residents
 • National stakeholders
  - National government
  - National government agencies
  - National CSOs
  - National political and influential authorities
  - Media
 • General public (local and international)
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OVERARCHING MESSAGES

Nagkakaisa at payapang sambayanan 
tungo sa maunlad na kinabukasan ng bayan.

Walang magandang kinabukasan sa madugong digmaan. 
Panahon na para umuwi sa inyong pamilya.

Pamilyang inaalagan at minamahal mo, 
bayang pinagmamalasakitan at pinalalago mo.

Ikaw, ano ang toka mo para sa kapayapaan?

Themes and Sub-Themes
• Address deceptive recruitment of lumads / Indigenous Peoples

 o The CPP-NPA recruitment of IPs has destroyed IP communities and the IP way of 
life.
 o The CPP-NPA leadership is just using the IPs for their selfish agenda.
 o The CPP-NPA view the IPs as dispensable 
 o The CPP-NPA are only using the ancestral domain issue to deceive and abuse 
the IPs. It is actually the CPP-NPA that is taking away the ancestral domains of lumads by 
considering these areas as part of their “territory.” 
 o The government will closely work with IP communities to address longstanding 
issues
 o IPs are very much welcome to join the ranks of our Defenders (AFP, PNP)

• Counter CNN’s deceptive recruitment of students
 o The youth is the hope of our nation. Parents, teachers, guardians and other persons 
of authority should be very discerning in allowing their children, students and those in their 
care in joining organizations.
 o The true form of ‘love of country’ is not taking up arms to fight the government but 
working with government to bring positive change in our communities.
 o It would be better for the country if our students can take part in worthwhile 
endeavors sch as enrolling in Reserve Officers’ Training Corps (ROTC) as it would develop 
in them: discipline, sense of duty and service, nationalism, and leadership.

• Highlight the gains of peace and cost of war
 o Peace and security are keys to national development.
 o The communist ideology is already passé, and the CPP-NPA perpetuate insurgency 
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only through deception, terrorism, and other criminal acts.
 o Armed struggle will continue to ruin lives and destroy our communities.
 o Armed struggle is counter-productive and anathema to development.
 o Local politicians should take responsibility for the peace and order in their localities 
and should have a high stake in the development of their area.

• Adopt “whole of nation” approach 
 o The entire Filipino nation is one in welcoming the former rebels in society and is 
ready to aid them as they transition into mainstream society.
 o The E-CLIP and PAMANA are products of government’s desire to bring peace, 
security and prosperity in the country. 
 o The Administration is ready to aid national, line, and local government offices in 
meeting the requirements to effectively contribute in implementing the E-CLIP and PAMANA.
 o The private sector can definitely help in the government’s reintegration program.
 

• Address sentiments of government security forces (AFP/PNP)
 o The CPP-NPA problem cannot be solved using a purely military solution alone. 
 o The Task Force Balik-Loob programs are aligned with the DSSP Kapayapaan of 
the Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP).
 o One of the best ways to end the decades-long insurgency is through reintegration 
of rebels.
 o The FRs are our brothers and sisters who were deceived and exploited by the CPP-
NPA.
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Target Audience and Messaging Template
 The Strategic Communications (StratCom) Technical Working Group (TWG) conducted 
series of consulations and workshops with various government agencies in the crafting of the 
strategic messages as follows:
Table 2. TFBL StratCom Messaging: Active Members of CPP-NPA-NDF

Target Audience
Active Members of the Communist Party of 
the Philippines-New People’s Army-National 
Democratic Front of the Philippines

Messages

•	POLMIL:	Perang	ninakaw	mo,	ibalik	sa	masang	
pinangakuan mo.
•	 Guerrilla	 Commanders:	 Katuturan	 ng	
pinaglalaban, masa ang nahihirapan.
•	 Red	 Fighters:	 Maralitang	 mandirigma,	
ginagamit lang ng mga gahamang namumuno.
•	 Mass	 base:	 Mapayapang	 pamayanan,	 may	
maginhawang kinabukasan.

Table 3. TFBL StratCom Messaging: Former Rebels and their families
Target Audience Former Rebels and their Families

Messages

•	 The	 government	 is	 here	 and	 ready	 to	 assist	
former rebels and their families.
•	 The	 government	 is	 united	 and	 sincere	 in	
assisting former rebels and their families.

Table 4. TFBL StratCom Messaging: Uniformed Personnel
Target Audience Uniformed Personnel

Messages

•	The	FRs	are	our	brothers	and	sisters	who	were	
deceived, exploited, and victimized by the CPP-
NPA-NDF.

– Hustisya para sa lahat ay makakamit sa 
pagbabalik-loob ng ating mga kapatid.
– Hustisya para sa mga biktima ay hindi 
tatalikdan, bagkus ay ipaiiral sa mapayapang 
paraan.
– Trabaho natin ito, maging propesyunal tayo.
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Table 5. TFBL StratCom Messaging: Vulnerable sectors

Target Audience
Vulnerable sectors (youth, women, children, 
labor, transport)

Messages

•	Youth:
–	 Kabataan,	 tunay	 na	 pag-asa	 ng	 bayan.	 Nasa	
kamay ninyo ang ikigiginhawa ng inyong pamilya 
at ikauunlad ng bansa.
– Huwag maniwala sa panlilinlang, huwag sayangin 
ang magandang kinabukasan.
–Edukasyon ang solusyon, hindi huwad na 
rebolusyon.

•	Children:
– Ang mga karapatan ng batang Pilipino at 
pinangangalagaan ng Estado.
– Pamilya, edukasyon, kalusugan, dignidad, at 
kalayaan at pagkalinga ang kailnagan, hindi ang 
mabuhay sa karahasan at digmaan.

•	Women:
– Ang lugar ng kababaihan ay wala sa kabundukan, 
ito ay nasa unahan ng mapayapang lipunan. 
– Bilang ina, asawa, kapatid at kaibigan, ang 
kababaihang Pilipino ang pangunahing puwersa 
sa makabuluhang pagbabago.  

•	Indigenous	People
– Sa landas ng pag-unlad at tunay na pagbabago, 
mahalaga ang bawat Pilipino. 
– Ang mga katutubo ang magtatanggol sa bayan 
ng ating mga ninuno mula sa mapagsamantalang 
bandidong grupo.

•	Transport
– Sa transportasyong ligtas, malinis at modern, 
uunlad ang mga tsuper at giginhawa ang publiko. 
- Huwag magpadala sa maingay na militante na 
puro iresponsable at delingkuwente. 
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Table 6. TFBL StratCom Messaging: Local Communities

Target Audience

Local communities
– LGUs
– LGAs
– Local CSOs
– Local media
–	Local	political	influential	authorities

Local residents

Messages

•	Media
– Istorya ng pag-asa, ikuwento natin.
•	Community	members
– Mapayapang pamayanan, masaganang 
bayan.
–	Kapwa	Pilipino	natin,	ating	yakapin.
•	LGUs/LGAs
– Isulong ang pag-unlad sa ating pamayanan.

Table 7. TFBL StratCom Messaging: National stakeholders, and the general public

Target Audience

National stakeholders
– National government
– National government agencies
– National CSOs
–	National	political	and	influential	authorities
– Media

General public (local and international)

Messages

Ikaw, ano ang toka mo para sa kapayapaan?
•	We	all	have	a	stake	in	the	government’s	efforts	
to reintegrate members of the CPP-NPA. 
•	We	should	help	the	government	achieve	 just	
and lasting peace by volunteering our resources, 
talents, and time. 
•	How	can	your	agency	help	in	the	government’s	
reintegration program?
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Activities / Timeline

Table 8. TFBL Timeline of Activities
Activity OPR Measure/s of Effectiveness (MOE)

TFBL Packaging (letterheads, 
logos, presentation templates, 
socmed collaterals)

DND & PCOO Increased familiarity with the TFBL branding

Identification of E-CLIP 
spokespersons / focal persons 
from partner agencies and 
issuance of corresponding 
orders

DND & PMS Synchorinzation of E-CLIP messages (one 
message, many voices)

Establishment of TFBL Social 
Media Presence (Website, 
Facebook, Instagram, Youtube)

#tfbl #balikpamilya

DND
Increased netizen engagement on updates / 
posts on the government’s reintegration efforts 
based on analytics

Crafting of manuals for 
operators (E-CLIP)

• DILG on CLIP
• OPAPP on 
PAMANA
• DND to 

consolidate 
both version

Reduced processing time for FRs enrolment to 
E-CLIP by December 2018

Tarpaulin Designs PCOO Increased community awareness on ECLIP

Increase in number of FRs in the locality

Increased positive feedback on the government’s 
reintegration efforts, as reflected in various 
feedback mechanisms.

Printing of Tarps UCs/ LGUs
Electronic Billboard materials DND

TFBL AVP CRSAFP

Kaisa Ako Para sa Kapayapaan: 
Strategic Engagement and 
Partnerships with government 
agencies, private sector

DND & PMS Increased number of signed MOAs / MOUs with 
TFBL

“Ikaw, ano ang toka mo para 
sa kapayapaan?” Information 
Drive

PCOO

Frequency of positive stories broadcast/
reported by the media

Increased number of agencies/ organizations 
supporting TFBL 

“Lakbay Para Kapayapaan” 
Peace Caravan OPAPP/ DILG Increased community awareness on ECLIP

Increase in number of FRs in the locality

Increased positive feedback on the government’s 
reintegration efforts, as reflected in various 
feedback mechanisms.

Press Conference TFBL Secretariat
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Table 8. TFBL Timeline of Activities
Activity OPR Measure/s of Effectiveness (MOE)

Production of Balik Pamilya 
Komiks (to be Distributed to 
target households with most FR 
concentration)

PCOO

Increased community awareness on ECLIP

Increased positive feedback on the government’s 
reintegration efforts, as reflected in various 
feedback mechanisms.

Increase in number of / surrenderees / FRs in the 
locality

FR Community Consultations
PMS/ DILG/ 

OPAPP
100% of FR Concerns addressed.

Presidential Engagement PMS

Increased confidence on E-CLIP

Increased FR satisfaction (conduct of survey / 
feedback form needed)

Frequency of positive stories broadcasted/ 
reported by the media 

Establishment of 24/7 Hotline 
of different agencies

DND

Increase in number of / surrenderees / FRs in 
the locality

Increased number of feedback from 
stakeholders / general public

Symposium for Uniformed 
Personnel

AFP/PNP
Decrease in the instances of discrimination/ 
violence towards FRs (data to be verified by 
FR groups/ organizations)

Establishment of “Pook 
Kapayapaan at Pagkakaisa,” 
Presidential awards and 
recognitions for LGUs most 
supportive of ECLIP

OP/PMS
Increased LGU support to the ECLIP program 
(setting up of hialf-way houses, allocation of 
resources, etc)
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Way Forward

Table 9. Way Forward
Activity OPR

Production of AVPs, Radio Dramas DND
Airing of AVPs, Radio Dramas
Puting Panyo para sa Kapayapaan DND

Defined Tasks

Table 10. Defined	Taskings
Line Agency Bureaus Concerned Tasks

DND

DND Proper

• Posting of TFBL materials in multimedia 
platforms
• Consolidation STRATCOM inputs for 
distribution
• Development of TFBL info materials
• Create and manage social media accounts 
for TFBL 
• Strategic engagement and partnerships 
with government agencies and private sector

Armed Forces of the Philippines

• Posting of TFBL materials in multimedia 
platforms
• Production of tarps and posting of tarps in 
all Unified Commands and units
• Inclusion of the government’s reintegration 
program in training and education
• Recruitment of qualified FRs
• Sending of success stories / case studies to 
TFBL Secretariat

National Defense College of 
the Philippines

• Posting of TFBL materials in multimedia 
platforms
• Inclusion of the government’s reintegration 
program in short and long courses (especially for 
local government units)

Office of Civil Defense

• Posting of TFBL materials in multimedia 
platforms
• Posting of TFBL support tarps in all regional 
/ provincial offices

Philippine Veterans Affairs 
Office

• Posting of TFBL materials in multimedia 
platforms
• Posting of TFBL support tarps in all field 
service extension offices
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Table 10. Defined	Taskings
Line Agency Bureaus Concerned Tasks

Office of the 
President

Presidential Management 
Staff

• Posting of TFBL materials in multimedia 
platforms
• Strategic engagement and partnerships 
with government agencies and private sectors 
to offer assistance for FRs and their families

Office of the Presidential 
Adviser on Peace Process

• Provide regular updates on PAMANA 
Program
• Highlight success stories of the PAMANA 
Program by featuring communities  which 
benefitted from the program
• Posting of TFBL materials in its multimedia 
platforms
• Development of TFBL info materials

Presidential Adviser on IP 
Concerns

• Posting of TFBL materials in multimedia 
platforms
• Community engagements of IP leaders
• FGDs, dialogues

Commission on Higher 
Education (CHED)

• Posting of TFBL materials in multimedia 
platforms
• Posting of TFBL tarps / billboards in 
state universities and colleges (SUCs)

Presidential Communications 
Operations Office (PCOO)

• Posting of TFBL materials in multimedia 
platforms
• Strategic engagement and partnerships 
with government agencies
• Development of TFBL info materials
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Table 10. Defined	Taskings
Line Agency Bureaus Concerned Tasks

PCOO Bureau of Broadcast Services

• Posting of TFBL materials in multimedia 
platforms
• Development and printing of TFBL info and 
communications materials
• Airing of TFBL materials in the following 
stations: 
- 87.5 FM
- 103.4 FM
- Radyo Pilipinas 1 Metro Manila - DZRB 
(738 kHz AM)
- Radyo Pilipinas 2 Metro Manila - DZSR 
(918 kHz AM)
- Radio Pilipinas Worldwide - 15190 kHz 
AM
- DZAG Agoo (97.1 mHz)
- DWJS Albay (621 kHz)
- DZEQ Baguio (999 kHz)
- DWBT Batanes (94.3 MHz)
- DWFR Bontoc (972 kHz)
- DZMQ Dagupan (576 kHz)
- DWFB Laoag (954 kHz)
- DWLC Lucena (1017 kHz)
- DWRB Naga (549 kHz)
- DWRM Palawan (648 kHz)
- DZRK Tabuk (837 kHz)
- DWRS Tayug (756 kHz)
- DWDF Virac (756 kHz)
- DYES Borongan (657 kHz)
- DYOG Calbayog (657 kHz)
- DYMR Cebu (567 kHz)
- DYLL Iloilo (585 kHz)
- DYSL Sogod (104.7 mHZ)
- DXBN Butuan (792 kHz)
- DXIM Cagayan de Oro (936 kHz)
- DXRP Davao (675 kHz)
- DXRG Gingoog (882 kHz)
- DXSM Jolo (774 kHz)
- DXSO Marawi (99.7 mHz)
- DXJS Tandag (1170 kHz)
- DXAS Tawi-tawi (104.7 mHz)
- DXMR Zamboanga (1170 kHz)
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Table 10. Defined	Taskings
Line Agency Bureaus Concerned Tasks

PCOO

Bureau of Communication 
Services

• Posting of TFBL materials in multimedia 
platforms
• Airing of TFBL materials
• Assist in the over-all conceptualization, 
and production of special publications and 
audio-visual information/communication 
materials for the ECLIP
• Assist in the conceptualization, 
production, printing and dissemination of all 
information/communication materials and 
publication in support for the ECLIP.

News and Information Bureau

• Posting of ECLIP news in the Philippine 
News agency website
• Posting of TFBL materials in multimedia 
platforms
• Incorporate TFBL strategic messages 
into the President’s speeches
• Provide photos and videos to TFBL of all 
the President’s engagements with FRs
• Assist TFBL in organizing periodic press 
conferences
• Provide monitoring and analysis reports 
on TFBL-related news, opinion and netizen 
comments

Philippine Information Agency

• Conceptualize storylines, scripts, 
storyboards for TFBL (documentary and drama) 
• Assist TFBL in the production of indigenous, 
print, broadcast, film and e-media materials for 
mass dissemination
• Assist in providing editorial content for all 
communication platforms; 
• Assist in managing the official social media 
accounts and website; 
• Posting of TFBL materials in multimedia 
platforms
• Coverage of TFBL events
• Text Blast all TFBL updates / announcements
• Development of TFBL human interest stories
• Direct its 16 Regional Offices and 78 
Provincial Information Centers in provinces to create 
ECLIP content and assist TFBL in disseminating news 
and updates in the vernacular



Chapter IV

How FRs may avail of the E-CLIP Assistance
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 Shown are the phases involved in the implementation of the E-CLIP.  The program follows 
four phases: Pre-Surfacing Phase; Surfacing Phase; Socio-Economic and Capability Building 
Phase; and, Sustainability Phase. 

Pre-Surfacing Phase 

 Refers to the initial discussions between a member of the NPA, who is deciding to surface 
and the Receiving Unit.

 Step 1. A rebel signifies his/her intention to surface in any of the following receiving unit/
personality: AFP, PNP, LGUs, CSOs, business or church leaders, or to any civilian individual with 
whom the surfacing rebel feels safe and confident to surface.

 Step 2. The Receiving Unit takes primary responsibility in informing the surfacing Rebel of 
the program processes and interventions that can be extended to him/her upon surfacing. For 
an individual citizen taking care of the FR, he/she can bring him/her to any of the institutions 
mentioned in Step 1. The E-CLIP Committee (ECC), through the LSWDO, shall be informed im-
mediately of the name/s of the surfacing rebel. 

 
Surfacing Phase 

 Refers to the conduct of preliminary interviews using the prescribed form (Annex B), turn-
ing-in of firearms and validation of AFP and PNP, and processing into the halfway house. The 
FR is requested to fill-up or complete the Enrolment Form with the assistance of the LSWDO. The 
duration of this processing phase shall not exceed two (2) weeks from the time the FR has been 
turned over to the receiving unit.

 Step 3A.  The LSWDO or designated personnel validates the name of the surfacing FR 
from the databank to ascertain whether such person was a recipient of past reintegration pro-
grams. If the surfacing FR has already availed of an assistance, the LSWDO shall inform him/
her that he/she can no longer avail of the E-CLIP, and may refer him/her for possible assistance 
under the regular programs of the LGU.

 Step 3B.  Based on the result of the validation that the FR is eligible for the Program, he 
or she shall be endorsed for processing at the halfway house or in a facility where he/she is will 
be safely housed.

 Step 3C. While the FR is at the halfway house, the LSWDO or designated personnel shall 
facilitate the conduct of interview using the Initial Interview Form (Annex B), conduct of the ad-
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mission orientation, which includes the De-Radicalization Program, and administer the Profiling 
and Needs Assessment (Annex D).

 Step 4A. The ECC shall ensure that the appropriate security arrangements and basic ne-
cessities are provided in a timely manner while at the halfway house H, including, but not limited 
to, meals, clothing, and hygiene kit of the FR.

 Step 4B. Appropriate coordination with AFP and PNP units shall be done for the provision 
of security. The AFP/PNP unit notified shall submit a report to inform the Task Force on the sit-
uation of the FRs. Throughout the former rebel’s enrolment under the Program, his/her security 
and the confidentiality of his/her identity shall be guaranteed.

 Step 4C. If the FR has firearm/s in his possession, the PNP shall secure the firearms for 
appropriate processing pursuant to DILG Circular No. 2018-17 
 
 Step 4D.  Parallel or prior to this process, the JAPIC shall convene to perform the authen-
tication procedures of the surfacing FR. The JAPIC shall submit to the ECC through the LSWDO 
the results of their verification, copy furnish the Task Force through the AFP, Unified Commands, 
Brigades, and Department of the Interior and Local Government (DILG) DILG, Provincial/City 
Director. Whenever possible, the JAPIC validation shoulde be done not more than Two (2) weeks 
after an FR has surfaced.

 Step 5A. Upon receipt of the JAPIC Certification, the E-CLIP Enrolment Form (Annex C) 
shall be filled out by the FR to be assisted by the LSWDO, attested by the DILG Provincial/City 
Director, and approved by the Provincial Governor/Mayor of a HUC, or by his/her designated 
officer, preferably the Provincial/City Administrator. 

 Step 5B. After the completion of the E-CLIP Enrolment Form, the LSWDO shall facilitate 
the provision of social protection services including, but not limited to, medical check-ups and 
PhilHealth enrolment to the FR. This may include psychiatric or psychological services, counsel-
ling, and life skills or values formation.

 Step 5C. The LGU shall endorse the requirements for the release of reintegration assis-
tance to defray expenses of the Receiving Unit and the immediate assistance for basic necessity 
expenses of the FR. The DILG Regional Office shall facilitate the release of said assistance 
through the LSWDO. 

Socioeconomic Capability Building Phase

 Refers to the crafting of the FRRP, based on the results of the Profiling and Needs Assess-
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ment, and shall serve as guide on the appropriate assistance to be provided to the FR as well 
as the timeframe of assistance.

 Step 6.  The LSWDO, with active participation of from the FR/E-CLIP beneficiary, shall ac-
complish the Former Rebel Reintegration Plan (FRRP) Template (Annex E). A Business Plan (Annex 
F) shall also be prepared by the LSWDO together with the FR. This will be done in consultation 
with concerned agencies i.e., Technical Education and Skills Development Authority (TESDA), 
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), and Department of Agriculture (DA).

 Step 7. The LSWDO, after the preparation of the FRRP, shall assist the FR in the following 
activities: 

1. Facilitation of the issuance of government identification (ID) documents (i.e. birth 
certificate, postal ID card);
2. Livelihood planning;
3. Skills training relevant to the identified livelihood project;
4. Training on financial management;
5. Orientation on employment opportunities and actual job referrals as applicable; 
and,
6. Orientation on available educational/vocational training programs. Should the 
former rebel wish, he/she may also be enrolled in an Alternative Learning System.

 
 Step 8A. The ECC, through the LSWDO, endorses the JAPIC Certification and Enrolment 
Form for the release of Financial Assistance. If the FR has a pending case and is unable to 
directly implement the project, a livelihood assistance shall be provided to his/her identified 
beneficiary. This will satisfy the government’s commitment to the FR.
 
 Step 8B. If an FR has turned-in firearm/s and/or war materiel, the ECC, through the LS-
WDO, endorses the requirements, pursuant to DILG Circular No. 2018-17 for the release of 
firearm/s remuneration. It shall serve as additional fund to support the implementation of the 
FRRP.
 
 Step 9. The LSWDO or designated LGU personnel shall assist the FR during the encash-
ment of check/s.

 Step 10A.  The FR shall be discharged from the halfway house after receiving his/her 
Livelihood Assistance.  

 Step 10B.  Other assistance as stipulated in the FRRP shall be provided after the FR has 
been discharged from the halfway house. The FR may opt to find employment or establish his/
her own livelihood. He/she shall be assisted in finding employment or be provided with materi-
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als and implements in support of his/her chosen livelihood.

Sustainability and Community Building Phase

 Refers to the initial stage of the actual integration into mainstream society shall com-
mence, implementation of the FRRP.
 
 Step 11A.  The LSWDO shall furnish a copy of the FRs Profile to the Task Force to be used 
as reference in the provision of housing. The Task Force shall notify the NHA for the issuance of 
the Certificate of Entitlement. The NHA shall facilitate the provision of housing for FRs at their 
chosen site. The housing unit shall be awarded to the FR upon completion of pertinent documen-
tary requirements. 
 
 Step 11B. Once the FR has been awarded a housing unit, the grant of a Conditional Tran-
sitional Grant (CTG) shall be processed. The CTG is worth Php 5,000 per month for a maximum 
of two (2) years starting one year after surfacing, subject to the condition that the FR will ap-
pear before the LGU to ensure that he/she is still active in mainstream society.
 
 Step 11C. A college stipend shall be provided to the FR or his/her spouse or one child 
enrolled in a State University or College. 
 
 Step 11D. In furtherance of the interventions, should the FRs decide to venture in upgrad-
ing their livelihood projects or business, the provision of loans and market access shall be facil-
itated through the LGU, DTI, LBP, DBP, and DA.
 
 Step 12. The PAMANA shall also extend community projects such as agricultural infra-
structure, roads, power, and water to the communities where the former rebels shall be reinte-
grated. 
 
 Step 13. Six (6) months after the FR has surfaced, and every succeeding six (6)-month 
interval for the next three (3) years, the LSWDO, together with COA, shall conduct visits to eval-
uate and assess progress on the FRs reintegration, based on the FRRP. The LSWDO shall submit 
a report on the result of the visitation to the Task Force. 
 
 Step 14. At the end of the three (3)-year period of intervention under the program, the 
LSWDO shall submit a report on the evaluation and assessment of the assistance provided to 
the FR to the Task Force prior submission to the Office of the President. 
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Chapter V

Processing of Assistance from Lead and Partner Agencies
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 This section discusses the assistance provided by lead and partner agencies as well the 
steps in processing these assistance. Note that these steps can be streamlined by concerned 
agencies as the E-CLIP is being implemented. Note further that programs, processes, and guide-
lines stated herein may be subject to change by their respective agencies or be supplanted by 
other issuances. Copies of the existing guidelines of agencies may be accessed through bit.ly/
ECLIPManual01

A. Lead Agencies

1. Department of  the Interior and Local Government

 The DILG provides financial assistance to former rebels specifically: Livelihood As-
sistance (PhP50,000.00), Reintegration Assistance (PhP21,000.00), Immediate Assistance 
(PhP15,000.00), and Firearms Remuneration (valuation depends on the kind and condition of 
firearms). The primary requirements to qualify for these assistance is the JAPIC Certification 
and E-CLIP Enrollment Form of the individual former rebel. Additional requirements for firearms 
remuneration are the Property Turn-In Slip, Technical Inspection Report, and the Cost Valuation 
Certificate – these are to be accomplished by the E-CLIP Committee and the concerned PNP 
unit. Aside from these, the DILG can also provide funding for the construction of a halfway 
house. 

 The DILG’s role and subsequent guidelines in implementing its programs under the E-CLIP 

are covered in the DILG-DND Joint Memorandum Circular 01-2018; DILG Circular 2018-17 

(Implementing Guidelines and Procedures for the Disposition of FEA of FRs and MBs; and, 

Memorandum Circular 2018-105 (Implementing Guidelines for Construction of Halfway House 

for FRs and MBs) (see Annexes C, D, E)

 The following process flow shows the DILG-administered assistance (see Figure 2.)
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2. National Housing Authority

 The National Housing Authority provides the housing component of the E-CLIP. The NHA 

offers three modalities for the implementation of the housing assistance namely: construction of 

a new house; existing NHA housing projects; or repair/rehabilitation/improvement of existing 

housing unit. 

 For the construction of a new house, the individual former rebel may choose his/her own 

location. The amount of Php450,000.00 shall be allocated for the procurement of materials, 

construction, and if need be the purchase and titling of the lot in which the house will be 

constructed. It will also cover the processing of pertinent documents and utilities related to the 

construction of the house such as building permit, electricity and water connection, etc. 

 No house will be constructed in a lot in which the former rebel or his/her spouse/parents/

siblings/children cannot prove his/her/their ownership of. Nor would any house be constructed 

in areas outside the residential zone plan of the local government unit and in areas considered 

to be within danger areas/affected by infrastructure projects based on local geologic hazard 

mapping.

 Existing NHA housing projects are housing units constructed by the NHA that have been 

purposely allocated to former rebels covered by the E-CLIP. These are located in various parts 

of the country and can be remodeled to be equivalent to a Php450,000.00 house & lot package

 The repair/rehabilitation/improvement of existing housing unit is available for those who 

have an existing housing unit. The NHA will conduct an assessment of the property and identify 

the extent of assistance they may provide – however this will not exceed Php200,000.00.  In 

addition, they must show proof of ownership on the house and lot in which they currently reside/ 

subject for rehabilitation/renovation/improvement.
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 Figure 3 shows the steps in processing the housing assistance under the E-CLIP.

Figure 3. NHA-administered assistance Process Flow

3. Office of  the Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process

 The Payapa at Masaganang Pamayanan Program or PAMANA Program is OPAPP’s 

flagship project in addressing the armed conflict in the country. PAMANA Programs have a 

hard and soft component. Its soft component is primarily focused on social protection of those 

affected by the armed conflict particularly PhilHealth enrollment of former rebels (see item 12), 

while the hard component is focused on infrastructure needs of affected communities. 

B. Partner Agencies

1. Department of  Agriculture

 The Department of Agriculture can provide various implements particularly: 8-in-1 

Vegetable Seeds, Planting Materials (Cacao, Coffee, Fruit tree seedlings, etc.), OPV Corn 

Seeds, livestock (swine, chicken, goats), rice seeds and farm machineries. 

 To avail of these, the E-CLIP Committee is advised to coordinate with the DA Regional 

Offices in their area.
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2. Department of  Agrarian Reform

 President Duterte has already made pronouncements that former rebels will be 
beneficiaries of land reform under his administration. To this end, DAR...

Figure 4. DAR-administered assistance Process Flow

3. Department of  Education

 The Department of Education implements the Alternative Learning System as a 

viable alternative to existing formal educational instruction. Its primary target audience 

are individuals regardless of age who either did not enroll in formal school or dropped out 

before completing the basic educational cycle. The ALS encompasses both the non-formal 

and informal sources of knowledge and skills. 

 At present the ALS has two (2) major component program, the Basic Literacy Program 

and the Accreditation and Equivalency Program. The Basic Literacy Program aims to 

eradicate illiteracy among out-of-school youth and adults by teaching them basic literacy 

and numeracy while the Accreditation and Equivalency Program targets functionally 

literate people who did not complete basic education and it offers programs equivalent 

to primary- and secondary-school levels. To earn an equivalent elementary or high school 

diploma, participants of the Accreditation and Equivalency Program need to pass the 

National Accreditation and Equivalency Exam. 

 The ALS is implemented through two (2) different methods: “DepEd-delivered” 

programs are those directly implemented by the DepEd through its mobile teachers and ALS 

district coordinators; and “DepEd-procured” programs are implemented through service 

providers contracted by DepEd. These service providers may be public organizations, 

private and public universities, local government agencies, or community groups.
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 The facilities used for conducting ALS programs vary. It ranges from permanent 

learning centers, equipped with the necessary furniture, computers, and other learning 

materials, to temporary learning centers such as multi-purpose halls furnished with tables 

and chairs for the conduct of ALS programs. For the purpose of former rebels, a portion of 

the halfway house may be dedicated for the conduct of ALS programs.

 To avail of the ALS, the E-CLIP Committee may directly coordinate with the DepEd 

Schools Division Office covering their province or HUC.

4. Department of  Health

 The Department of Health has committed to provide the following services that may be 

availed by former rebels from Rural Health Units, Barangay Health Stations, and LGU and DOH 

retained hospitals: 

I. Primary Care Services Available at the RHUs and BHS of LGUs

 • Maternal Care Services

 • Post-partum Care Services

 • Neonatal and Child Care Services

 • Adolescent Health Services

 • Geriatric Care Services

 • Immunization Services

 • Family Planning Services

 • Laboratory and Diagnostic Services

 • Nutrition

 • Prevention and Control of Communicable and Non Communicable Diseases

 • Oral Health Services

 • Mental Health Services

 • Smoking Cessation

 • Control of Substance Abuse
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 II. Hospital Services Available at LGU and DOH Retained Hospitals

 • No Balance Billing Policy

 • Medical Assistance Program

 To avail of these services, the former rebels with the help of the Provincial/HUC E-CLIP 

Committee and the LSWDO need to coordinate with either the medical social worker in 

government hospitals and/or the Regional Offices of the DOH. 

5. Department of  Labor and Employment

 The Department of Labor and Employment implements the DOLE Integrated Livelihood and 

Emergency Employment Program (DILEEP) which has two main components, the DOLE Integrated 

Livelihood Program otherwise known as KABUHAYAN Program and the Emergency Employment 

Program (EEP) otherwise known as the Tulong Panghanapbuhay sa Ating Disadvantaged/

Displaced Workers (TUPAD) Program. 

 The programs are implemented either through the direct administration of the DOLE 

Regional Offices (RO), Provincial Offices (PO), or Field Offices (FO) or through accredited co-

partners (ACP) which can be people’s/worker’s organization, union, association, federation, 

cooperative, business association, etc. that have been accredited by DOLE to implement 

programs and projects under the DILEEP. 

 Under the KABUHAYAN Program, projects of former rebels can be individual or group 

based projects. For individual projects these can be in the form of Starter Kits for various 

projects suchs as massage, plumbing, cosmetology, electrical servicing, etc. or Negosyo sa 

Kariton (Nego-Kart) which includes a vending cart, raw materials, and other livelihood tools 

that can be used by former rebels. Groups projects on the other hand are classified into Micro-

livelihood (15-25 members, maximum of PhP250,000.00 financial assistance), Small Livelihood 
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(36-50 members, maximum of PhP500,000.00 financial assistance), and Medium Livelihood 

(more than 50 members, maximum of PhP1,000,000.00 financial assistance). 

 Eligible projects under the KABUHAYAN Program are those that support the needs of 

the workers and development needs of the community. In addition, priorities of the Regional 

Development Council, Regional Convergence Committee, Regional Development Plans of local 

government units, key employment generators (such as agribusiness, health and wellness, eco-

tourism, manufacturing, small transport, wholesale and retail trade, and local based industries), 

and DTI priority products serve as some additional criteria for eligible projects. On the other 

hand, the following projects are not eligible: Micro-lending projects, projects with construction 

works, and purchase of motor vehicles as defined in Republic Act 4136 except for tractors, 

trailers, and traction engines used exclusively for agricultural purposes subject to project fund 

ceiling and provided further that the end user/ACP will shoulder its attendant operations and 

maintenance cost. 

 

 TUPAD Programs are emergency employment for a minimum work period of 10 days 

but not exceeding a maximum of 30 days, depending on the nature of work to be performed. 

Projects that would qualify under the program are Social Community Projects such as repair, 

maintenance, and/or improvement of common public facilities and infrastructure such as schools, 

health centers, debris clearing, etc.; Economic Community Projects such as repair, maintenance, 

and/or rehabilitation of farm-to-market roads, bridges, post-harvest facilities, public markets, 

etc.; and, Agro-Forestry Community Projects such as tree planting, seedling preparation, re-

forestation etc. 

 Illustrated in Figure 5 is the steps in processing the application for the KABUHAYAN and 

TUPAD Programs. Key players are the DOLE PO/FO, the DOLE RO – Technical Support and 

Services Division (TSSD), the Regional Project Management Team (RPMT) (composed of the 

Assistant Regional Director, concerned PO/FO head, TSSD head, and RO-Internal Management 
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Services Division head), and the DOLE Regional Director (RD). 

 For further inquiries on how to avail of the DILEEP, former rebels and the E-CLIP 

Committee may directly coordinate with the DOLE RO/PO/FO in their area. The guidelines for 

the implementation of DILEEP are covered under DOLE Department Order No. 173 (Revised 

Guidelines in the Implementation of the Department of Labor and Employment Integrated 

Livelihood and Emergency Employment Programs) series of 2017.

 
Figure 5. DOLE-administered assistance Process Flow
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6. Department of  Social Welfare and Development

 Generally, DSWD shall provide assistance only to FRs endorsed by the E-CLIP Committee 

to the DSWD Field Offices. However, the DSWD shall directly manage cases of FR women 

and children who are under the care of DSWD-managed Residential Care Facilities that are 

supervised by the DSWD Program Management Bureau.

 For FR cases endorsed by the E-CLIP Committee, the DSWD FO Social Workers are to 

intially assess the interventions needed by these beneficiaries through General Intake Report 

Sheet. To properly address the needs of the identified beneficiaries, the Social Workers shall 

refer the cases to implementing offices within DWSD

Services which will be provided may include but not limited to:

• Pantawid Pamilyang Pilipino Program – Modified Conditional Cash Transfer

• Social Protection Package/Financial Assistance

• Cash For Work/Food for Work

• Livelihood Initiatives 

 

DSWD Monitoring and Evaluation

 The utilization of funds and progress of implementation shall be monitored regularly by 

the Project Management Team from the Central Office. This structure shall also be reflected in 

each Field Office, as necessary. A standard monitoring report shall be formulated patterned 

after the Monthly Project Monitoring Report of each OBSU and be submitted on a monthly basis 

to the DSWD Central Office. 

 Evaluation of the implementation shall be done annually through the conduct of a Program 

Review and Evaluation at the end of the implementing year. An official report on the result of 

the PREW shall be processed for possible policy and implementation adjustments.
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7. Department of  Trade and Industry

 The Department of Trade and Industry offers three programs that former rebels can 

avail: Pondo sa Pagbabago at Pagasenso (P3), One Town One Product (OTOP) Next Gen, and 

Negosyo Center. 

 The P3 is for start-ups in special sectors such internally displaced persons and former 

rebels. Start-ups are those that have less than one year track record including those who 

are still to be set-up. Under the program, they may avail of an initial loan of not more than 

PhP20,000.00, however, as they continue in their business or livelihood, they may qualify for 

higher amount of loans. Applicants need to undergo the necessary skills and entrepreneurship 

training being conducted by the DTI and its partner institutions as their training certificate will 

be one of the pre-requisites for loan approval. 

 The OTOP Next Gen is DTI’s program to level up these products and services. Under 

this program, micro, small, and medium enterprises (MSME) will be assisted by the DTI and its 

partners  to come up with new or better offerings with significant improvement and innovation 

in the areas of quality, product development, design, standards compliance, marketability, 

production capability, brand development, marketing, and promotions. 

 Negosyo Centers are primarily responsible in promoting ease of doing business and 

facilitating access to services for MSMEs. These include business registration support, business 

advisory services, business information/advocacy, and proactive monitoring and evaluation. 

The end goal of the program is to push for thriving, empowered, and globally-competitive 

Filipino MSMEs. 

 To avail of these programs, E-CLIP Committees are advised to coordinate with the 

Provincial and Regional Offices of DTI. 
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Figure 6. DTI-administered assistance Process Flow

8. Cooperative Development Authority

 The CDA is the sole registering agency for all cooperatives nationwide and is tasked 

to promote the viability and growth of cooperatives as instrument of equity, social justice, and 

economic development. As mandated by Republic Act 9520, the organization of a cooperative 

requires at least 15 or more natural persons who are Filipino citizens with a common bond of 

interest and are residing or working in the intended area of operations required for registration. 

For former rebels, it does not automatically mean that the minimum requirement membership 

requirement should all be former rebels. 

 In broad terms, the CDA can provide technical assistance in the organization and 

registration of cooperatives. Through their Field/Extension Offices located in different areas of 

the country, they can conduct Pre-Registration Seminars to former rebels interested in forming a 

cooperative. Aside from this, micro-cooperatives, those with assets of PhP3,000,000.00 or below, 

the CDA can provide free training for the officials of the cooperatives on the fundamentals of 
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cooperatives, governance and management of cooperatives, and internal control systems. 

9. Land Bank of  the Philippines

 The Land Bank of the Philippines and the Task Force Balik-Loob has an existing 

Memorandum of Agreement for LANDBANK’s Lending Program for Former Rebels. Under this 

program, LANDBANK has allotted an initial PhP500,000,000.00 as initial credit fund. The 

processing of the loan shall be done through LANDBANK’s Lending Units located in different 

areas of the country. 

 Initial qualifications to avail of the lending program are the JAPIC Certification of the 

individual former rebel, at least 21 years of age with no pending legal case (if the former 

rebel is facing a legal case, his/her qualified beneficiary may avail of the lending program in 

his/her behalf). 

 Respective E-CLIP Committees are advised to coordinate with the nearest Landbank 

Lending Units in their area to assist former rebels who intend to avail of the lending program. 

10. Public Attorney’s Office

 The PAO has expressed its commitment to provide legal assistance to former rebels facing 

any case filed in connection with their mebership in the CPP-NPA-NDF or Militia ng Bayan. The 

assistance to be provided by PAO covers the provision of a legal counsel to represent the 

former rebel in court. If a former rebel is already represented by a private counsel, PAO is 

prohibited from representing them.
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Figure 7. PAO-administered assistance Process Flow

11. Technical Education and Skills Development Authority

 Under the TESDA’s technical and vocational education training, TESDA implements a 

Special Skills Training Program (SSTP) to empower indigenous peoples and cultural communites 

and former rebels for them to thrive in today’s world. Under this program, former rebels are 

entitled to the following scholarship benefits: free skills training; free assessment; entrepreneurship 

training; training support fund (amounting to PhP100.00 per training day), and; starter toolkits, 

if applicable. 

 Each batch/class that will undergo a specific skills training needs a minimum of 15 

students and a maximum of 25. The training may be implented through various means such 

as mobile training, community-based training, institution-based training, or blended training. 

Former rebels may avail of the SSTP only once, however, they may still avail of other TESDA 

skills training program such as Training for Work Scholarship, Special Training for Employment 

Program, and Private Education Student Financial Assistance. 
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Flow Chart below illustrates the process in availing of the SSTP:

Figure 8. TESDA-administered assistance Process Flow

12. PhilHealth

 At present, the PAMANA Program of OPAPP funds the premium contributions of former 

rebels to be enrolled under the PhilHealth. Under the current set up, OPAPP furnishes PhilHealth 

the list of intended former rebel beneficiaries along with their accomplished PhilHealth Member 

Registration Form. The enrollment to PhilHealth is on a yearly basis but can be continuously 

renewed. Once enrolled, former rebel beneficiaries and their qualified dependents have the 

same entitlements as regular PhilHeatlh members. 



Chapter VI

Reporting and Monitoring
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I. Former Rebel Information System

 The Task Force is developing a Former Rebel Information System (FRIS) as a database 
that would house the data of former rebels covered by the E-CLIP. The FRIS will contain their 
personal information, sensitive personal information such as marital status, age, religious affil-
iation, etc., information about their circumstances of surrender such as date of surrender, unit 
affiliation, position in the CPP-NPA-NDF or MB, etc. and most importantly an inventory of assis-
tance provided to them under the E-CLIP. Aside from these, their needs assessment can also be 
included in the database and their photo as well as biometric information.

 E-CLIP Committees will be given access to the FRIS once it is operational. Their access 
however will only be limited to the former rebels listed within their province/HUC. E-CLIP Com-
mittees are expected to be responsible in updating the entries in the database for the former 
rebels within their jurisdiction which includes the assistance provided and the new entries in the 
database. 

 Lead and partner agencies of the Task Force on the other hand will have access on the 
entire database for their use in the implementation of their programs and interventions for for-
mer rebels. 

 With an FRIS up and running, it will be easier to produce data regarding former rebel 
beneficiaries of the E-CLIP such as projecting how many more need a particular type of assis-
tance. Updating of the E-CLIP Committees on the entries in the database is important. Ultimate-
ly, the FRIS is a tool in monitoring the progress of former rebels. 

 Task Force Balik-Loob will be issuing specific guidelines on the utilization and access to 
the FRIS once the system becomes operational as well as necessary orientation on its operation. 

II. Reporting and Updating to TFBL

 One of the primary functions of the Task Force is to collate reports and updates on the 
implementation of the E-CLIP for submission to the Office of the President. To do this, lead and 
partner agencies as well as E-CLIP Committees are to submit reports to the Task Force Secre-
tariat. The Presidential Management Staff requires the Task Force to submit updates or reports 
every Thursday. In view of this, lead and partner agencies and E-CLIP Committees are to submit 
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updates or reports to the Task Force Secretariat every Tuesday. 

 Electronic copy of the format for the reports can be downloaded from bit.ly/ECLIP2019.

Figure 9. Flow of reporting/updating

III. Monitoring

 The E-CLIP does not end with the awarding of benefits to former rebels. It is only a step 
into their bigger journey of transitioning towards a peaceful and productive existence. Moni-
toring them after they have been given assistance is part of the responsibilities of the LSWDO. 
As stipulated in the DND-DILG JMC 01-2018, monitoring of former rebels is to be done every 
three (3) months after they have been discharged from a halfway house. 

 Various strategies to monitor former rebels can be done such as visitation to individual 
houses, community meetings, etc. It is important that in implementing these monitoring schemes, 
the safety and security of the former rebel are kept in mind. Also, there may be former rebels 
who do not wish to be seen being visited by LSWDOs and may prefer other means of being 
monitored/checked on. 



Chapter VII

Way Forward
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President Rodrigo Duterte addresses the issues and concerns of former rebels in Carmen, Bohol on 27 November 
2018. (Photo courtesy: PCOO Website)

 Since the Implementing Rules and Regulations of the E-CLIP took effect only in July 2018, 

its implementation may be considered in infancy stage. Though it is but normal to experience 

many birth pains, the Task Force Balik-Loob, together with its lead and partner agencies, and 

the Provincial and HUC E-CLIP Committees must continue to work hand-in-hand to address im-

plementation issues and ensure that the necessary infrastructure and mechanism for effective 

program implementation will be put in place, and the processes are eventually institutionalized.

For 2019, the Task Force Balik-Loob will be issuing a set of Thrusts and Objectives to dictate the 

tempo for the program implementation more efficiently and effectively. These will be incorpo-

rated into one single policy guideline which will be cascaded to all E-CLIP implementers, both at 

the national and local levels. Needless to say, the support and cooperation of all implementers 
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to accomplish the 2019 objectives is enjoined by the Task Force.  

 Per such policy guidelines, the identified core areas are the following: 

• Operationalization of E-CLIP Committees

• Strengthening of Convergence

• Intensifying advocacy and information dissemination

• Operationalization of the Former Rebel Information System (FRIS)

• Organization of support mechanisms for former rebels

 Specific to these trust and objectives, the Task Force will push through with pre-planned 

projects, programs and activities that will intensify advocacy and information dissemination. 

The Task Force will be publishing a manual on the implementation of the E-CLIP and Manual of 

Operations for Halfway House within the first half of 2019. It is imperative for these endeav-

ors to consolidate all related guidelines, references, and similar orders by leads and partner 

agencies in relation to their programs for former rebels. Regular inter-agency meetings will be 

conducted, focusing first on agencies concerned with the provision of livelihood and employment 

assistance to former rebels to empower them to be productive and self-reliant. 

Aside from this, the Task Force will continue with its monitoring and follow-up visits in areas 

where awarding ceremonies have been conducted. Likewise, areas that have not yet conducted 

awarding of benefits will be encouraged to do so as a way of showcasing the implementation 

of the E-CLIP in the provinces, as a manifestation of their solidarity with the nation in attaining 

the President’s vision.

 Lastly, the Task Force will review and assess the Implementing Rules and Regulations of 

Administrative Order Number 10 (series of 2018) and include necessary revisions as recom-

mended during the recently concluded E-CLIP Year-End Assessment.  



Chapter VIII

List of Abbreviations and Acronyms
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AFP   –  Armed Forces of the Philippines
Balik-BARIL –  Bring a Rifle and Improve Livelihood 
CAHRIHL  –  Comprehensive Agreement on Human Rights and International    
   Humanitarian Law
CDA   –  Cooperative Development Authority
CHED   –  Commission on Higher Education
CLIP   –  Comprehensive Local Integration Program
CMC   –  Command Memorandum Circular
CMO   –  Civilian Military Operations
CNT   –  CPP-NPA-Terrorist
CPP   –  Communist Party of the Philippines
CSP   –  Community Support Program
CTG   –  Conditional Transitional Grant
DA   –  Department of Agriculture
DAR   –  Department of Agrarian Reform
DBM  –  Department of Budget and Management
DENR   –  Department of Environment and Natural Resources
DepED  –  Department of Education
DICT  –  Department of Information and Communications Technology
DILEEP  –  DOLE Integrated Livelihood and Emergency Employment Program
DILG   – Department of the Interior and Local Government
DND   –  Department of National Defense
DOH   – Department of Health
DOJ   – Department of Justice
DOLE   – Department of Labor and Employment
DPWH  – Department of Public Works and Highways
DSWD  – Department of Social Welfare and Development
DTI   – Department of Trade and Industry
ECCIP  –  E-CLIP Committee Implementation Plan 
E-CLIP  –  Enhanced Comprehensive Local Integration Program
FEADC  –  Firearms, Explosives, Ammunition Disposal Committee
FR   –  Former Rebel
FRRP   –  Former Rebel Reintegration Plan
IPSP   –  Internal Peace and Security Plan
JAPIC  –  Joint AFP-PNP Intelligence Committee
JASIG  –  Joint Agreement on Safety and Immunity Guarantees
JMC   – Joint Memorandum Circular
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KM   –  Kabataang Makabayan
LBP   – Land Bank of the Philippines
LCSI   – Local Committee on Social Integration
LDIP   –  Local Development and Investment Plan 
LSWDO  –  Local Social Welfare Development Office
MB   –  Militia ng Bayan
MOA   –  Memorandum of Agreement
NAC   –  National Amnesty Commission
NBOO  – National Barangay Operations Office
NCIP   – National Commission on Indigenous People
NCSI   –  National Committee on Social Integration
NDF   –  National Democratic Front of the Philippines
NHA   –  National Housing Authority
NICA   – National Intelligence Coordinating Agency
NPA   –  New People’s Army
NRDP   –  National Reconciliation and Development Program
OP   –  Office of the President
OPAPP – Office of the Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process
OTOP  –  One Town One Product
P3   –  Pondo sa Pagbabago at Pagasenso
PAMANA  –  Payapa at Masaganang Pamayanan
PAO   – Public Attorney’s Office
PCOO  – Presidential Communications Operations Office
PHIC   – Philippine Health Insurance Corporation
PKP   – Partido Komunista ng Pilipinas
PLAGER  –  Platoon Gerilya
PMS  –  Presidential Management Staff
PNP   –  Philippine National Office
POPS   –  Peace and Order and Public Safety
SDG   –  Sentro Grabidad
SGRM  –  Second Great Rectification Movement
SIP   –  Social Integration Program
SSTP   –  Special Skills Training Program 
SYP   – Sandatahang Yunit Pampropaganda
TESDA  – Technical Education and Skills Development Authority
TFBL  – Task Force Balik-Loob
TUPAD  –  Tulong Panghanapbuhay sa Ating Disadvantage/Displaced Workers   
   Program
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ANNEX “G”

GUIDELINES FOR THE PROVISION OF HOUSING ASSISTANCE 
TO FORMER REBELS



Annexes

      
  

 
 

Guidelines for the Provision of Housing Assistance to Former Rebels 
 

I. Introduction 
 

On 03 April 2018, President Rodrigo Roa Duterte issued Administrative Order 
Number 10 s. 2018 to centralize all government’s efforts for the reintegration of former 
members of the CPP-NPA-NDF and Militia ng Bayan. Its implementing Rules and 
Regulations took effect on 05 July 2018 and among the assistance to be provided to former 
rebels is housing assistance amounting to Php450,000.00.  

 
The housing assistance is the biggest assistance under the Enhanced 

Comprehensive Local Integration Program (E-CLIP). The provision of housing assistance is 
in consonance with the overall theme of the program – balik pamilya.  

 
These guidelines shall provide the overarching framework in the provision of 

housing assistance to former rebels covered by the E-CLIP 
 

II. Definition of Terms 
 
a. Task Force Balik Loob (TFBL) - Task Force Balik-Loob was created by 

virtue of Administrative Order No 10 dated 03 April 2018 as a central 
coordinating body to supervise the government’s reintegration efforts for 
members of the CPP-NPA-NDF including their immediate family 
members. The Task Force is composed of representatives from the 
Department of National Defense, Department of Interior and Local 
Government, Office of the Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process, 
Office of the President, and the National Housing Authority, as well as 
other concerned government agencies.  
 

b. E-CLIP Committee – A committee created at the provincial or Highly  
Urbanized City (HUC) level through an Executive Order by the local chief 
executive. It is chaired by the Provincial Governor or HUC Mayor and co-
chaired by Brigade Commander of the AFP brigade that has jurisdiction in the 
province/HUC. Its primary role is to steer the implementation of the E-CLIP at 
the Province/HUC level.  
 

c. Former Rebel – A former rebel is a former member of the CPP-NPA-NDF  
or Militia ng Bayan who has returned to the mainstream society and in so doing 
has committed to abandon the armed struggle.  
 

d. JAPIC (Joint AFP-PNP Intelligence Committee) -  refers to the committee  
responsible for verifying the identifies of the rebels upon their surrender. 
 

e. JAPIC Certification – A document issued by the JAPIC certifying the  
authenticity of an individual as a former member of the CPP-NPA-NDF or 
Militia ng Bayan.  
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f. Social Preparation – To directly coordinate and house visitation with the  

beneficiaries and inform them regarding the housing provision/assistance of 
the National Housing Authority (NHA) under E-CLIP. Discuss details of the 
requirement and the process on the availment of shelter assistance to the 
Former Rebels (FR).    
 

III. Types of Housing Assistance 
 
Under the program, the NHA has committed to provide three options for  
implementing the housing assistance to Former Rebels, to wit:  
 
A. Construction of a new house in location chosen by Former Rebels: 

 
This entails the construction of a new house at a location chosen by a  
Former Rebel. The amount of Php450,000.00 shall be allocated for the 
procurement of materials, construction, and if need be the purchase and titling 
of the lot in which the house will be constructed. It will also cover the 
processing of pertinent documents and utilities related to the construction of 
the house such as building permit, electricity and water connection, etc.  
 
No house will be constructed in a lot in which the former rebel or his/her 
spouse/parents/siblings/children cannot prove his/her/their ownership of. Nor 
would any house be constructed in areas outside the residential zone plan of 
the local government unit and in areas considered to be within danger 
areas/affected by infrastructure projects based on local geologic hazard 
mapping.  
 

B. Existing NHA housing projects: 
 

 The NHA has allocated existing NHA housing projects that can be 
occupied by the Former Rebels. These are located in various parts of 
the country and can be remodeled to be equivalent to a Php450,000.00 
per house & lot package.  

 
 The NHA shall provide the Secretariat of the Task Force Balik-Loob a 

list of existing housing projects that can be allocate to former rebels 
which the Secretariat shall disseminate to the various Provincial E-CLIP 
Committees. 

 
C. Repair/Rehabilitation/Improvement of existing housing unit: 

 
 Former Rebels with existing housing units may avail of this assistance, 

however it will only be limited to repairs, rehabilitation or improvement of 
their existing property.  
 

 The NHA will conduct an assessment of the property and identify the 
extent of assistance they may provide – however this will not exceed 
Php200,000.00.  

 
 In addition, they must show proof of ownership on the house and lot in 

which they currently reside/ subject for 
rehabilitation/renovation/improvement. Provided further that the existing 
housing unit is within the residential zone plan of the local government 
unit and is not in areas considered to be within danger areas/affected by 
infrastructure projects based on local geologic hazard mapping. 
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IV. Qualifications 
 
The following are the qualifications for the housing assistance:  
 
1. A former rebel should be covered by the E-CLIP or those who have surfaced 

from 01 July 2016 until the termination of the program.  
2. JAPIC Certified 
3. Must not own a house and lot (except for Option 3) 
4. Must permanently reside in the housing unit to be constructed/awarded or 

permanently residing in the housing unit to be repaired/rehabilitated/improved. 
5. Must not be a beneficiary of any government or non-government housing 

program (except for Option 3) 
 

V. Processing of Housing Assistance 
 
The following process shall be followed in order to avail of the housing assistance:  
 
1. The Provincial E-CLIP Committee surveys in their province who among their  

Former Rebels intends to avail of the housing assistance – either for the 
construction of a new one, avail of existing NHA housing projects, or avail of 
repair/rehabilitation /improvement of their existing housing unit. In responding 
to the survey, former rebels shall fill-out the Housing Assistance Survey Form 
(See Annex D – Housing Assistance Survey Form).  
 
After the survey, the Provincial E-CLIP Committee deliberates to screen  
who among the former rebels are qualified avail of the housing program. Aside 
from the abovementioned qualifications, former rebels who had significant 
revelations or were highly cooperative with the government in terms of 
implementing the E-CLIP or other counter insurgency program shall be given 
priority. These significant revelation or cooperation shall be certified by the 
concerned AFP or PNP units in the province. The survey of interested former 
rebels for housing assistance shall be done on a quarterly basis.  

 
After deliberating on the list of former rebels deemed qualified for housing 
assistance, the qualified former rebels shall then be asked to fill-out the NHA 
Housing Assistance Form. Aside from these they are also to submit the 
required documents so as not to delay the processing of their application (See 
Annex B – Documentary Requirements) 
 

2. The Provincial E-CLIP Committee shall then submit the list of qualified  
Former Rebels for housing assistance together with their filled-out NHA 
Housing Assistance Form and documentary requirements to the Secretariat of 
the Task Force Balik-Loob. Whenever applicable, the certification of concerned 
AFP or PNP unit on the revelation or cooperation of a former rebel shall also 
be submitted. The Secretariat then endorses the list and NHA Housing 
Asssistance Form to the NHA for processing.  

 
3. The NHA then conducts its social preparation and processing for the  

application for housing assistance. 
 

4. After processing, the NHA releases either a check worth Php450,000.00 for  
the construction of a new house or for repair/rehabilitation/improvement, a 
check not exceeding Php200,000.00. This shall be supervised by concerned 
NHA Regional Office and after completion NHA will issue the Certificate of 
Award. Those who chose Option B shall be issued a Certificate of Award for 
their housing unit.   
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5. If the former rebel has opted for the construction of a new house, it shall  

then be constructed with the assistance of the NHA.  
 

VI. Prohibitions and Restrictions 
 

Former rebels who have been given housing assistance regardless of its mode are 
prohibited from selling, leasing, or abandoning their house provided through the E-
CLIP. Only in situations where the safety and security of a former rebel and his/her 
family is at risk or in situations of force majeure can they be allowed to relocate 
from their house. However, they will no longer be entitled to another housing 
assistance under the E-CLIP.  
 

VII. Review and Evaluation 
 
These guidelines and process flow shall be regularly reviewed to ensure its 
efficiency and effectivity in delivering the housing assistance for former rebels. 
 

VIII. Effectivity 
 

These guidelines shall take effect immediately upon approval of both parties 
 

IX. Approving Authority 
 
 
 
 

USEC REYNALDO B MAPAGU 
Chairperson, Task Force Balik-Loob 

Undersecretary for Civil, Veterans, and Retiree Affairs, 
Department of National Defense 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

GM MARCELINO G ESCALADA 
General Manager, 

National Housing Authority 
 

USEC BERNARDO C FLORECE JR. 
Undersecretary for Peace and Order, 
Department of the Interior and Local 

Government 

  

USEC GLORIA JUMAMIL MERCADO 
Executive Director, 

Office of the Presidential Adviser 
on the Peace Process 

USEC NELSON J ESTARES 
Undersecretary, 

Office of the President 
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